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Using a unique electromagnetic measurement-based approach, the AquaWatcher* water analysis
sensor detects and characterizes water in multiphase flow and wet gas with part-per-million
precision in as little as 1 microsecond.
This expedited insight can help you optimize your chemical inhibition strategy, improve production
management decisions, and get more return from your offshore investment.
Find out more at

onesubsea.slb.com/AquaWatcher
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Filicudi
Lundin Petroleum has made an oil and gas discovery
in the main well 7219/12-1 and is presently drilling a
sidetrack 7219/12-1A on the Filicudi prospect.
The wells are located in PL533 approximately 40km
southwest of Johan Castberg and 30km northwest of
the Alta and Gohta discoveries on the Loppa High in the
southern Barents Sea.

NEWS
Reliance FEED

MMT/Medgaz

The well encountered a gross 129m hydrocarbon column
of high quality sandstone reservoir characteristics,
with 63m of oil and 66m gas in the Jurassic and Triassic
targets.

Valemon West
Two years after Valemon came on stream
Statoil has made a new gas discovery
on the field, called Valemon West. The
discovery is estimated to contain between
20 and 50 million barrels of oil equivalent.
The Valemon
platform
Photo: Harald
Pettersen)

The well was drilled 160km north-west of
Bergen. This is the seventh exploration well that is being
drilled in production licence 193 D, Valemon Unit.

East Hub
Eni has started production of the East Hub Development
Project, in Block 15/06 of the Angolan deep offshore.
Production is taking place through the Armada
Olombendo Floating Production Storage and Offloading
(FPSO) vessel, which can process up to
80 000b/d oil and compress up to 3.4 million m3/d
meters of gas per day. With 9 wells and 4 manifolds
at a water depth of 450m, the FPSO Olombendo will
be located over the Cabaça South East field, 350km
northwest of Luanda and 130km west of Soyo.
Production from the East Hub Project will add to
production from the existing West Hub Project in the
Sangos, Cinguvu and Mpungi fields, where another
vessel, the FPSO N’Goma, is operating. In total, Block
15/06 will reach a peak of 150 000 barrels of oil per day
later this year.

Geoholm
DOF Subsea Australia has been awarded a contract by
Technip for the provision of Multipurpose Support Vessel
(MSV) Geoholm for the Prelude FLNG project, operated
by Shell Australia. The Geoholm will be required to
provide ROV and light construction support services to
TechnipFMC in Australia for the Prelude FLNG water
intake riser installation.
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Edda Fonn

Reach Eidesvik

Reach Subsea has entered into contract extensions
with Eidesvik Offshore. The company provides ROV and
subsea services onboard the Viking Neptun also for the
new contracts with Technip. Commencement is expected
at the beginning of April in the UK sector.
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MMT has entered into a contract with Medgaz in Spain for
inspection of the offshore pipeline between Algeria and Spain.
The project will be performed within the Joint Venture agreement
between MMT and Reach Subsea using the vessel Edda Fonn.
The pipeline transports gas from Algeria to Spain and crosses the
Mediterranean at a maximum depth of 2155m of water.

Leviathan
Noble Energy has sanctioned the first phase of the Leviathan
natural gas project offshore Israel, with first gas targetted for the
end of 2019. Leviathan contains 22 trillion ft3 of gross recoverable
natural gas resources.
Leviathan is Noble's third major natural gas development offshore
Israel. The initial development will include four subsea wells, each
capable of flowing more than 300million ft3/d of natural gas. Initial
Leviathan proved reserve bookings associated with this investment
are 3.3 trillion ft3 net and are expected to be recorded in 2017. This
translates into approximately 550 million barrels of oil equivalent
net, representing an increase of over 35% to total company
reserves.

of block
KG-DWN-98/3
in the
Bay of Bengal
MJMJ
fieldfield
of block
KG-DWN-98/3
in the Bay
of Bengal

Production will be gathered at the field and delivered via two 73mile flowlines to a fixed platform, with full processing capabilities,
located approximately 6 miles offshore.

Reliance Industries Limited (RIL) has awarded
Genesis a contract to undertake the Front End
Engineering Design (FEED) for the deepwater
development of MJ field of block KG-DWN-98/3
in the Bay of Bengal. This project will consider a
seven-well gas condensate discovery producing
via two subsea drill centres and tied back to
a Floating Production, Storage and Offloading
(FPSO).

The Leviathan platform will have an initial deck weight of
22 000t. The approved development plan allows for significant
future cost-effective expansion from its initial 1.2 billion ft3/day
capacity to 2.1 Bcf/d. Completion activity for all four producer wells,
including two previously drilled, is anticipated in 2018.
Noble Energy operates Leviathan with a 39.66% working interest.

John Cambridge, Genesis’ Managing Director,
commented “This award is strategically important
to Genesis and we are very excited to be awarded
this Contract by RIL”
The work will be managed from the Genesis head
office in London.

Armada Kraken FPSO Hook-Up
Bumi Armada’s Armada Kraken FPSO arrived at the UK North Sea
Kraken field in February. This was followed by the hook up of the
Submerged Turret Production (STP) buoy mooring system, to the
FPSO.
A full rotation test performed allowed the vessel to be securely
moored on station. Commissioning work is continuing on the
topsides.
Reconstruction of the turret area pipework and connection of
the risers and umbilicals to the swivel stack will be followed by
commissioning of the subsea infrastructure., EnQuest, expects
delivery of first oil is on track for Q2 2017.
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Pil and Bue
Aker Solutions secured a front-end engineering and
design (FEED) contract from VNG Norge for the Pil
andBue development in the North Sea.
The FEED is for the subsea production system that
will be used in a tieback of Pil & Bue to the Njord A
platform. It will compete against a design from another
company. The winning design will be awarded the
engineering, procurement and construction contract in
the fourth quarter of this year.

Subsea 7 in Australia
Subsea 7 has been awarded a sizeable contract by
Cooper Energy for the Sole Development Project,
offshore Australia
The Sole gas field is located in the eastern part of the
Gippsland Basin, approximately 40km offshore Victoria,
Australia. The contract scope consists of the subsea tieback of the Sole well to the Orbost Gas Plant, including
the fabrication and installation of 64km of pipeline,
spool and manifold, along with installation of a 64km
umbilical and the commissioning of the system.

NEWS

Best choice ever

Deepwater Subsea TCP Jumper Spool
Thermoplastic composite pipe (TCP) manufacturer Airborne
Oil & Gas has been awarded a qualification programme from
Shell for a high-pressure, Deepwater TCP jumper spool. Its first
application is anticipated in the Gulf of Mexico region.
The TCP Jumper Spool will be manufactured using carbon fibre,
and designed for application in depths greater than 2000m at
pressures in excess of 10 000 psi.
Tom Moroney, Shell’s Vice President Deepwater & Wells
Technology said: “Airborne Oil & Gas’ Flexible Composite Pipe is
light weight and flexible, which could considerably help reduce
the cost of subsea developments in deep waters.
In addition, the high-pressure jumper spool represents a
relevant step towards future deployment of Deepwater
composite risers”. The qualification programme will be
performed at the Airborne Oil & Gas manufacturing facility in
IJmuiden, and be completed by summer 2017.

Stella
Ithaca Energy has started-up of production from the Stella
field. The production ramp-up phase will commence when
the on-going commissioning of the gas processing and
compression facilities is complete.
The Ithaca-operated Greater Stella Area is located in the
heart of the Central Graben area of the Central North Sea,
on the UK Continental Shelf. The licences contain the Stella
and Harrier fields which are currently in the process of
being developed, as well as the Hurricane discovery and the

Twister prospect, which was awarded in the 27th UK Offshore
Licence Round in early 2013.
The development involves the drilling of subsea wells tied
back to the FPF-1 floating production unit, with the onward
export of oil and gas. To maximise initial oil and condensate
production and fill the gas processing facilities on the FPF-1,
the hub will start-up with five Stella wells. Further wells will
then be drilled in the GSA post first hydrocarbons to maintain
the gas processing facilities on plateau.

for underwater tasks everywhere
the future is electric

Greater Stella Area
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Stella field
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NEWS
SEAR JIP

Kaikais

Wood Group has started the next
phase of the Subsea Equipment
Australian Reliability joint industry
project (SEAR JIP) to develop
a better understanding of the
reliability of subsea equipment for
use in offshore Australia.

Shell and Mitsui Oil
Exploration have taken the
final investment decision to
execute phase one of the
Kaikias deepwater project
in the US Gulf of Mexico.

The SEAR JIP is an initiative led by
Wood Group and supported by
a group of operators including,
Shell, Woodside, Inpex and PTTEP.
Now entering into Phase IV, the
project is focused on collaboration
and knowledge sharing in order to
improve subsea equipment design
and reduce the requirement
for costly and time consuming
interventions in Australia’s
offshore warm water environment.

Shell is the operator
and has an 80% working
interest.
Kaikias is an attractive
near-field opportunity with
a competitive go-forward
break-even price below $40
per barrel. It will produce
oil and gas through a
subsea tie-back to the
nearby Shell-operated Ursa
production hub.

ABS Subsea Verification
ABS has expanded its subsea services team to deliver
specialised validation and verification services for subsea
systems, including subsea hardware, flowlines, umbilicals, and
risers.
These services include design review, inspection of physical
components and regulatory services using performance data to
support continuous service of new and existing assets.
“Offering best-in-class verification and validation services
contributes to the safe and reliable operation of subsea
systems,” said ABS Chairman, President and CEO Christopher
J. Wiernicki. “Our mission demands that we place safety at
the core of everything we do, and as technology advances and
more subsea systems are installed, industry is looking to us to
help improve safety through independent third-party validation
and verification.”

NKT Acquires ABBs HVAC Business
NKT Cables is acquiring ABB’s €836 million (US$934
million) global high-voltage cable system business.
These cables are key components in sustainable energy
networks, used for transmitting large amounts of
electricity over long distances. The business is part of
ABB’s Power Grids division, which is currently undergoing
a strategic review.
NKT Cables designs, manufactures and supplies power
cables for low-, medium- and high-voltage solutions
mainly in the Alternating Current (AC)-area.
It has major production facilities in Europe and China
as well as sales offices around the world, and employs
around 3,200 people. In 2015, revenue was €1.2 billion.
ABB’s cable system business offers turnkey solutions
including design, engineering, supply, installation,
commissioning and service. It had adjusted standalone
revenues of US$524 million in 2015, employs around
900 people, and has manufacturing and R&D capabilities
for high-voltage submarine and underground cables in
Karlskrona, Sweden.
The transfer of assets also includes a new, cutting-edge
cable-laying vessel, currently under construction. With
experience of over a century, the business serves a
range of applications and has commissioned hundreds
of alternating current and direct current links around the
world.

REM Etive
Fugro has secured its continued utilisation of the
IRM vessel, REM Etive, and has finalised a purchase
agreement at conditions significantly more beneficial
than a renewed charter agreement, with owner Solstad.
Suited to a wide range of offshore operations, REM
Etive has been operating in Southeast Asian waters for
Fugro under a charter agreement since 2007.

ABS currently delivers its offering to major operators in the
US Gulf of Mexico and is expanding services for key clients
globally.
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“Production from the subsea sector is expected to more than
double by 2030,” says ABS Subsea Director John Upchurch.
“By expanding our Subsea team, ABS provides operators with
services to ensure their projects meet the appropriate design,
fabrication and installation requirements.”
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Spartacus

PLEM ASV
Offspring International (OIL) has
announced an exclusive worldwide
agency agreement with valve actuator
and control systems supplier Paladon
Systems, for its autonomous shutdown
valve for pipeline end manifolds (PLEMs).
Conventional PLEM valve operations are
usually controlled from the offloading
buoy via a control umbilical, or by a
diver deployed to manually open and
close the valve. In the event that the
umbilical fails or the sea state is too high
for divers, terminal offshore operations
may be disrupted. The operator may
choose to leave the PLEM valve in the
open position, with potential pollution
consequences.
The Autonomous Shutdown Valve (ASV)
is designed to remove the reliance on, or
eliminate the need for, a surface control
umbilical or diver intervention.

Suitable for both
CALM buoy and
conventional buoy
mooring systems, the
ASV is a self-contained
subsea package comprising
PLEM valve, spring-return
actuator and long-life, battery
control system. The actuator’s
motive power comes from the
pressure in the subsea pipeline,
to open the valve.
Once pumping operations are
completed, the pipeline’s pressure drop
enables the actuator spring to move
the PLEM valve to the closed failsafe
position. The valve closure speed can
be controlled to suit the terminal. The
ASV is designed to be inherently failsafe
and provides automated control of
subsea valves for up to seven years
before requiring any servicing.

Market Analysis from Douglas Westwood
The recent announcement of EMAS
Chiyoda’s bankruptcy is the latest in a
long line of vessel contractors to fall
victim to the downturn since January
2015. Multiple companies such as Cal
Dive, Ceona, Cecon, Hercules Offshore,
Harkand and Swiber have entered into
administration, taking a significant
number of vessels out of the active
fleet.
In other cases, internal restructuring
measures (e.g. Siem Offshore, Boa
Offshore, Deepocean etc.) were/
have been in order. Whilst current
indicators of subsea activity (eg, subsea
tree orders) remain weak, industry
sentiment is improving, with oil
prices approximately 76% higher this
February relative to the average WTI
recorded in February 2016.
With a market equilibrium and a
recovery in sight, 2017 represents an
opportune time for substantial industry

consolidation and opportunistic
vessel acquisitions to support longterm business strategy objectives.
For example, McDermott’s recent
acquisition of the newbuild Ceona
Amazon at a significant 77%
discount to the reported build
cost, will serve to strengthen and
rejuvenate its subsea fleet, putting
the company one step closer to
their ultra-deepwater expansion
strategy.
The recent downturn has been
one of the most trying times in
the history of the subsea industry.
However, the removal of noncompetitive low-spec vessels and
strategic moves by vessel
contractors to acquire
high-spec vessels at
discount rates, will find
themselves well positioned
to capitalise as the market
continues to stabilise.

Autonomous Shutdown Valve

Pipeline Recovery Tool
Allseas has awarded First Subsea a
contract to supply a 42in Ballgrab
Pipeline Recovery Tool (PRT) for the Sur
de Texas-Tuxpan pipeline project in the
Gulf of Mexico, a 700km subsea gas
pipeline.
The PRT is designed and constructed
in a modular manner, accommodating
different pipe specifications as well as
permitting various pigging, dewatering
and sealing scenarios.
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Amazon
McDermott has acquired the
pipelay and construction vessel
Amazon for ultradeepwater
and subsea, umbilicals, risers
and flowlines (SURF) projects.
The company plans to upgrade
the vessel with state-of-the-art
J-lay equipment to expand its
ultradeepwater capabilities.
McDermott has scheduled
the vessel for work on existing
construction and pipelay projects.
"Due to current market conditions
and the opportunistic nature of
the transaction, we were able to
acquire what is essentially a new,
enabling asset at a fraction of the
original build cost,” said David
Dickson, President and Chief
Executive Officer of McDermott. "
Funding for the vessel acquisition
has been secured through a sale
and leaseback arrangement under
which McDermott has control of
the vessel in exchange for a daily
charter-hire rate. The planned
upgrade to the J-lay system and
related financing are expected to
be considered in line with market
conditions.
Completed in 2014, the Amazon is
equipped with 49 514ft2 (4600m2)
of deck space complete with two
440t cranes, a service speed of
12kts and accommodation for up
to 200 crew and service staff.
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NEWS
Spartacus...
Deme's new dredger Spartacus
will be built by Royal IHC in the
Netherlands and delivered in the
summer of 2019. With a total
installed capacity of 44.180kW,
Deme says that Spartacus will be
the most powerful cutter suction
dredger that has ever been built.
The vessel’s power will enable her
to cut harder soils at speeds that
have not been possible before. This
means that works can be taken on
by the cutter dredger rather than
relying on the use of dynamite and
blasting.
Spartacus will be able to dredge in
waters of up to 45m, compared to
the 35m depth which is presently
the upper limit in the market. The
dredger is also capable of operating
in very remote locations with
limited infrastructure, given her
fuel autonomy and accommodation
capacity.

...and Orion
‘Orion’ will be deployed by
DEME’s subsidiary GeoSea for
the construction of the largest
offshore wind farms, to service
the oil and gas industry and for
decommissioning of offshore
installations.
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With a total installed capacity of
44,180 kW ‘Orion’ will be equipped
with a high-tech crane with lifting
capacity of 3000t at more than
50m. The loads can be lifted to
an unrivalled height of more
than 170m. Deck space has been
maximised to provide exceptionally
high transport and load capacity.
The vessel can take the heaviest
monopiles, jackets, wind turbine
components and structures in a
single shipment.
The 216.5m long Orion, featuring
DP3 capability, can accommodate a
crew of up to 131.
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NEWS
Blue Abyss

NEL Multiphase
Research

Blue Abyss has revealed details of
the most comprehensive extreme
environment research and training
facility of its kind. Designed to
support the commercial diving,
submersible, human spaceflight
and human life science sectors,
Blue Abyss is scheduled to be fully
operational by late 2018.

A study by the national Engineering
Laboratory has developed a
prototype design for a novel device
that visualises flows within pipes
offers significant potential benefits
for multiphase flow research.

It will contain the world’s biggest
training pool. At 50m deep with
41,000m3 volume complete with
hyperbaric and hypobaric chambers,
it will be capable of simulating
challenging offshore environments.

“The device allows us to see what’s
going on at multiphase process
conditions,” explains lead researcher,
David Millington. “These conditions
include complex hydrodynamic fluid
interactions, such as slug flows, that
are not yet fully understood.”

Its poolside crane and opening roof
allows up to 100t of equipment to
be lifted and submerged into the
pool, the team behind the facility is
targeting the offshore renewables
and oil and gas sectors as potential
clients for training and testing for
commercial diving, submersibles
and drones.

The further development of this
device should enable a technology
that can withstand the pressures
and temperatures found in modern
multiphase flow loop facilities.
This will support current research
into multiphase flow dynamics and
extend it into the higher pressure
environments that are typically
encountered within oil and gas
systems.

It can be used for applications
such as testing the reverse leakage
in survival craft, simulating
ROV installation of J tubes and
connecting cables, changing
bearings at the base of a turbine
tower or testing bubble curtains.

The prototype tomography sensor
uses eight electrodes positioned
around a pipe. The information these
sensors provide is used to create an
image of the cross-sectional flow
structure at a given moment in time.
This is performed at very high speed,
which allows the data to be collected
and displayed in real-time.

Blue Abyss will also be able to
mimic challenging environments
for operational training as well as
developing and demonstrating
marine, wave and tidal devices.
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The NEL study is supported by the
UK’s Department for Business, Energy
and Industrial Strategy. Intellectual
property on the sensor is owned by
Professor Andrew Hunt of Coventry
University, who is collaborating with
the NEL team.

All with the help of controls to
simulate waves, currents and
lighting and the confidence of
a highly-supervised, safe and
controlled environment. Add to that
hyperbaric chambers, providing
pressure testing, research and
development for subsea equipment
plus diver decompression and dry
dives.

The sensor is currently a clamp-on
device but the team are now hoping
to develop a spoolpiece dedicated
to research into multiphase flow
patterns.
Blue Abyss
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NEWS
Skarfjell

First Offshore Installation Work Completed On Johan Sverdrup

Wintershall and its license partners
Capricorn, Bayerngas, Edison and
DEA have selected a development
solution for the Skarfjell field in the
Norwegian North Sea. Under the
proposed solution, the reservoir will be
connected to the nearby Gjøa platform
via a subsea tie-back.

Ocean Installer has recently completed
the very first permanent subsea
installation at the Johan Sverdrup
field, marking the kick-off of the Johan
Sverdrup offshore work.

Wintershall Norge (operator) has now
submitted the development concept to
the Ministry of Petroleum and Energy
in a “Decision to Continue” (BOV)
report. The license partnership now
enters the define phase of the project,
refining the technical and economic
plan before committing to a final
investment decision.

the most challenging offshore months
in the North Sea. But thorough planning
and excellent cooperation with Statoil
ensured that the campaign went very
smoothly,” says Steinar Riise, CEO of
Ocean Installer.

The offshore campaign took place late
January in line with project plans and
schedule and involved the installation
of a subsea template for water
injection. The template weighed 290
ton and was installed making use of the
CSV Normand Vision.

This is the first offshore campaign Ocean
Installer will be executing for Statoil on
Johan Sverdrup this year, and before
the summer Ocean Installer will have
installed two more subsea templates for
water injection on the field.

“This was a very complex lift, taking
place during what is normally one of

“We are very happy that Statoil have
chosen us as one of the contributors

First Offshore Installation on Johan Sverdrup
to this important project on
the Norwegian Shelf and we
are looking forward to the next
offshore Sverdrup campaign,” says
Riise.
Ocean Installer was awarded the
Johan Sverdrup work February
last year as part of a larger Statoil
contract for subsea installation
works that also covered Gina Krog
and Oseberg Vestflanken. Together
this constitutes a significant
portion of Statoil’s planned subsea
construction work on the NCS for
the 2017 season.

4Subsea has won the contracct to
deliver services and research projects
related to structural integrity of fixed
and floating offshore installations.
The contract with Statoil covers the entire range of 4Subsea’s services; from oil
and gas to renewable energy projects,
from operational services to research
and development, and from digital
services and monitoring to traditional
engineering.

East Hub
Eni has started production of the East
Hub Development Project, in Block
15/06 of the Angolan deep offshore,
ahead of development plan estimates
and with a time-to-market among the
best in the sector.

“Moving into the next phase of the
plan is a signal that Wintershall is
committed to Norway in the longterm. This is our second operated
development project on the Norwegian
Continental Shelf after Maria, and we
are using our experience and resources
to fine-tune the concept for Skarfjell.
Wintershall is convinced of having
selected the most economically robust
solution for the field. We will now
work closely with our partners in the
coming months to design a plan that
will take Skarfjell forward,” said Martin
Bachmann, Wintershall’s Executive
Board Member for Exploration and
Production in Europe and Middle East.

The agreement means that 4Subsea
will deliver services related to subsea
installations from subsea wellheads,
drilling and workover riser systems,
flexible risers, mooring systems, wellheads, marine systems, and offshore
wind farm installations. In addition,
4Subsea works with Statoil on various
R&D projects related to both improved
operations of oil and gas fields and
on new concepts for floating offshore
wind turbines.

Production is taking place through the
Armada Olombendo Floating Production
Storage and Offloading (FPSO) vessel,
which can generate up to 80 000 b/d of
oil and compress up to 3.4 million m3 of
gas per day.
With 9 wells and 4 manifolds at a water
depth of 450m, the FPSO Olombendo

will put into production the Cabaça
South East field, 350km northwest of
Luanda and 130km west of Soyo.
Production from the East Hub Project
will add to production from the existing
West Hub Project in the Sangos, Cinguvu and Mpungi fields, where another
vessel, the FPSO N’Goma, is operating.
In total, Block 15/06 will reach a peak
of 150,000 barrels of oil per day this
year. Eni has been present in Angola
since 1980 through its subsidiary Eni
Angola. Equity production amounted
to 124,000 barrels of oil equivalent per
day in 2016.

FPSO Olombendo

Skarfjell is situated in the northeastern
North Sea approximately 20 kilometers
southwest of the Engie-operated Gjøa
platform and about 130 kilometers
northwest of Bergen. Skarfjell is
expected to yield between 60 - 140
million barrels of oil equivalents.
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Based on the proposed plan,
hydrocarbons from the Skarfjell
reservoir will be developed with two
subsea templates tied back to the Gjøa
platform for processing and export.
Gjøa will also provide lift gas to the
field and water injection for pressure
support.
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NEWS
Jan De Nul Group Orders New Vessels With Exhaust Gas Treatment Systems

Jan De Nul Group ordered three 3500m3
Trailing Suction Hopper Dredgers to be
built at Keppel Nantong. The design of
these vessels is based on the 3400m3
TSHD Alvar Nuñez Cabeça de Vaca and
Sebastiano Caboto, built in 2011, and
successfully operating since. The vessels
combine a shallow draught with high
manoeuvrability, making them very
suitable for working in confined areas.

18

The vessels are in diesel-electric
execution: all major drives are
electrically driven, and controlled by
means of frequency converters. In
this way each system can operate at
its optimal speed and power. Power
is generated by means of three diesel
generator sets; a control system
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automatically starts and stops the sets
depending on the power requirement,
and by means of asymmetric load
sharing we ensure that the load is
optimally distributed over the diesel
generator sets. All these measures result
in a low fuel oil consumption, which is
the best in its class.
Thanks to the low fuel oil consumption
emissions are lowered, but in addition
the vessels are equipped with exhaust
gas treatment systems in order to further
reduce harmful emissions.
The new vessels will operate with
normally available fuel oil, and the
exhaust gases are cleaned by means of

a Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR)
system, and a Diesel Particulate Filter
(DPF). The SCR system lowers the
amount of NOx in the exhaust to a level
corresponding with the future European
(EU Stage V) requirements for inland
waterway vessels; this standard is much
more stringent than the applicable IMO
Tier II and Tier III requirement.
The DPF removes particulate matter
from the exhaust, down to a level in
accordance with the future EU Stage V
requirement for inland waterway vessels.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Hopper capacity 3,500 m³
Deadweight 5,500 tonnes
Length o.a. 89.3 m
Breadth 22.0 m
Max. dredging depth7.6 m
Suction pipe diameter 800 mm
Speed 11.3 kn
Propulsion power 2x1100 kW
Total installed diesel power 5,510 kW
Accommodation 16 persons
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NEWS
Dash Large Bore Subsea
Safety System
Deep water continues to demand
cost effective, efficient solutions from
manufacturing through operation.
Existing designs of electrohydraulic (EH)
control systems are large and complex,
making them slow to produce, difficult
to maneuver offshore, and inefficient to
redress and maintain.
The Dash Large Bore Subsea Safety
System is an all-new EH system for
large-bore subsea well-intervention
applications. The system is simple to
test and simple to assemble. It isolates
the lower landing string in less than six
seconds, disconnects from the lower
landing string in less than 10 seconds,
and provides seabed and upper landing
string data for greater confidence during
operations. Developed to meet the latest
ISO and API standards, the Dash system
was built on proven products, and is
customizable to meet individual customer
requirements.
Halliburton has collaborated with its
customers to determine what is truly
needed for EH systems. The Dash Large
Bore Subsea Safety System reduces
the required time to safely close and
unlatch the subsea safety system during
emergency conditions, and also provides
greater integration flexibility. With the
industry focused on efficiency, broad
integration capabilities are critical for
lowering cost. The Dash system delivers a
customizable data-monitoring solution for
both the subsea safety system and passthrough controls.
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The Dash Large Bore system has been
designed to ease assembly, simplify
maintenance processes, communicate
real-time landing string conditions,
simplify re-latch operations, and provide
faster activation response times.
Ultimately, it produces a more reliable EH
system.
With the Dash Large Bore system, we can
lower the cost of deepwater development
without compromising safety.
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Oil discovery on Filicudi
Aker BP has made an oil and gas
discovery in the main well 7219/121 and is presently drilling a sidetrack
7219/12-1A on the Filicudi prospect.
The wells are located in PL533
approximately 40 km southwest of Johan
Castberg and 30 km northwest of the
Alta and Gohta discoveries on the Loppa
High in the southern Barents Sea.
The main objective of the well was
to prove oil in Jurassic and Triassic
sandstone reservoirs.
The well encountered a gross 129m
hydrocarbon column of high quality
sandstone reservoir characteristics, with
63m of oil and 66m gas in the Jurassic
and Triassic targets.

Extensive data acquisition and sampling
has been carried out including coring,
logging and oil and gas sampled from
the wireline tools. The sidetrack well has
reached total depth and has confirmed
the reservoir and hydrocarbon column.
The gross resource estimate for the
Filicudi discovery is between 35 and
100 million barrels of oil equivalents
(mmboe).
Filicudi is on trend with the Johan
Castberg discovery, with resources of
approximately 500 mmboe, in similar
reservoir intervals. Multiple additional
prospects have been identified on the
Filicudi trend within PL533 with total
gross unrisked prospective resource
potential for the trend of up to 700
mmboe.

Agility
Agility Subsea Fabrication AS (ASF) is
awarded contract by TechnipFMC for
fabrication of one Integrated Subsea
Manifold System for the Visund North
field in the Norwegian Sea.
ASF is very pleased to receive this
order. The work will be performed
at Agility Subsea
Fabrication`s site in
Tønsberg.

will start immediately and fabrication
will commence during the first
semester of this year.
ASF has previously delivered a
significant number of large subsea
structures to TechnipFMC (fand have
several project under construction.

Scope of work is a
copy version of an
earlier delivered fast
track Project.
Integrated Template
Structure is
scheduled to be
delivered during the
second semester
of 2017 and the
Manifold System
during the first
semester of 2018.
Purchasing activities
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NEWS
Damen completes Jan de Nul vessels
Damen Shiprepair & Conversion (DSC) has recently completed
works in Vlissingen and Brest on two major vessels in the
fleet of dredging and marine construction specialist Jan de
Nul Group. One of these is the Vole au vent, a 140m jackup vessel built specifically for the installation of the latest
generation of offshore wind turbines. The other is the trailing
suction hopper dredger Leiv Eiriksson. Both vessels are
among the largest in their classes, anywhere in the world.
Vole au vent at Damen Shiprepair Vlissingen
The jack-up vessel Vole au vent arrived at Damen Shiprepair
Vlissingen (DSVI) late in 2016 having spent the summer
working on the Nobelwind offshore wind farm off the coast
of Belgium. She came to DSVl for modifications necessary for
her second phase on the Nobelwind project; the installation
of the WTG scope. These required the demobilisation of her
existing equipment used for the foundation campaign and the
installation of a new configuration for the WTG installation
phase.
Over the course of two weeks, her 3,400m² main deck
was cleared of equipment and temporary structures and
restored to its clean, completely flush layout. This allows it
to accommodate wind turbine installation equipment and
components, towers and blades for its next deployment off
the coast of Belgium. DSVl also fabricated and installed some
new deck structures including grillages for the transport of
the WTG towers and nacelles.
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NEWS

Agriculture and Food Awards Damen Fisheries Research
Vessel contract
The German Federal Office for Agriculture and Food has signed a contract with Damen Shipyards
Group for the construction of a Fisheries Research Vessel. The contract followed the successful
result of a European tendering process, realized by the Federal Waterways Engineering and
Research Institute.
Measuring 85 x 17.40 the Walther Herwig will be the largest vessel in the German Federal
Ministry of Food and Agriculture’s fleet. Such dimensions will allow for accommodation for 26
crew and 26 scientists.
In terms of scientific facilities and equipment, the vessel will be outfitted with two hangars, wet
and dry laboratory areas and trawling gear for both demersal and pelagic fisheries research. For
physical and biological oceanographic studies, the vessel’s scientific teams will be able to utilise
winches capable of relaying equipment to depths of up to 6000m.
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NEWS

R&D Programme On A Subsea Liquid Storage Technology
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Last January, Dutch subsea technology
company Seatools completed an R&D
programme on a subsea liquid storage
technology. During the program – a
continuation of an earlier engineering
study performed on behalf of
Statoil Petroleum AS – the storage
technology successfully passed a full
product qualification test program.
The technology will now be applied at
a Pile Installation Frame operated by
Seaway Heavy Lifting.
The oil & gas industry’s shift toward
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seabed positioning of (pressurebalanced) equipment like pumps,
compressors, and related power grids
that can compromise switch gear and
power transformers, demands highly
reliable, long-term subsea storage of
(large volumes of) liquids.
In addition to compensating for
hydrostatic pressure, subsea storage is
required to accommodate oil volume
fluctuations caused by temperature
changes, or may, for example, harbour
control fluids. The subsea storage of

liquids also is of interest to other types
of equipment, such as large-volume
subsea hydraulic systems with significant
differential (oil) volumes caused by a
large number of actuators, as with the
Pile Installation Frame.
One of the decisive design criteria for
a long-term storage reservoir is the
reliability of the barrier between fluid
and seawater. During the recently
completed R&D program, ageing tests
have been performed to facilitate a
quantified prediction of the lifetime

of the fluid barrier. In addition, a
full-fledged product qualification
program on a full-scale version
of the reservoir, an extensive
analysis of the dynamic behaviour
of the compensator, and a study
of the pressure compensation
performance under various
conditions, have been performed.
The successful completion of these
qualification tests brought the
technology to TRL 4, and will now
see it applied in the field.
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Subsea Liquid Storage
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NEWS
SOV ‘Windea Leibniz’ Named
The Windea Leibniz wind farm service vessel was
delivered on-time from Ulstein Verft to Bernhard
Schulte Offshore and ICBC Leasing. The vessel will
shortly commence service at the Sandbank wind
farm for Siemens.
The naming ceremony was held in Ulsteinvik, Norway, at the Ulstein Verft yard premises. The vessel
has been designed by Ulstein Design & Solutions AS.
Starting from April, the vessel will work at the Sandbank wind farm in the German Bight for Siemens
Wind Power Service to ensure the production of
green energy from 72 wind turbines.
The usage of the so-called Service Operation Vessels
(SOV) will improve the efficiency of service operations at offshore wind farms. The vessel functions
as a reliable and environmentally sound platform
for wind farm operations and maintenance support,
technician accommodation and transport, and the
provision of exceptional levels of safe and reliable
access to offshore installations.
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Ocean Vantage
In 2016, Gardline took delivery of
the advanced DP2 geotechnical
drill ship MV Ocean Vantage. Since
then, the vessel has carried out
challenging work in the
North Sea adjacent to an
offshore gas installation,
completed boreholes
in the English Channel
traffic separation zone
and is now operating on
Turkish bridge and tunnel
projects.

John Howes tours Gardline's new Geotechnical vessel

Investigation at depths in excess of 300m
are generally required for well conductor
design and specialised well geohazard
investigations.
The Ocean Vantage

There are two main modes of
geotechnical investigations: Seabed
mode and drilling mode. In seabed
mode, the sampler or in-situ testing tool
is deployed directly from the seabed and
the penetration is limited to between
20m and 60m. It can be used from
shallow water to very deep water.
In drilling mode, the drill string advances
to the required depth below the seafloor,
where geotechnical tools can be
deployed from the bottom of a borehole.
Importantly, this allows the user to
achieve greater investigation depth.

“The Ocean Vantage has
many new features to
make it one of the most
dynamic vessels of its kind
on the market today,” said
Technical Director Roy
Impey. "We have been
careful, however, not to
position the vessel in any
particular sector.

The Ocean Vantage is able to switch
between modes offshore in order to
increase productivity and efficiency. The
selection of modes is critical to gaining
high quality data in a timely and cost
effective manner.

"In doing so, the Ocean
Vantage is capable of
operating in water depths and
conditions to meet the demands
of the offshore renewable, civil
engineering, and oil and gas
markets.”

The Ocean Vantage
The Ocean Vantage has an overall length
of 68m and beam of 16m. It has a gross
tonnage of 2182t and a 5m design
draught. Outfitted with a dynamically
positioned (DP2) system, the vessel also
benefits from its four-point mooring.

Geotechnical work is a
fundamental part of any site
investigation, facilitating the safe
design and installation of offshore
infrastructure.

At the centre of the vessel, above
a 3.5m by 3.5m moon pool, is a
65t capacity derrick. This heave
compensated unit provides a stable
platform for the drilling system,
allowing the vessel to operate in
challenging offshore sea conditions.
In front of the derrick lies the central
'cat walk' pipe handling elevator
bordered either side by pipe racks.
Behind the pipe racks are dedicated
soils laboratories for immediate
analysis of the samples.
At the stern is a large 15t capacity
A-frame, giving versatility to deploy
additional geophysical and, if and when
required, seabed mode geotechnical
survey tools.

A crane is used to transfer pipe from
the racks to the catwalk

Arrival
When the vessel arrives on site,
a seabed frame is lowered from
under the derrick onto the seabed.
The seabed frame houses cameras,
inclination and sinkage monitoring
devices as well as remotely operated
shear rams that can be used in an
emergency to cut the pipe allowing the
vessel to safely sail away.

"Heave compensation ensures that
the formations below of the drill
bit do not get disturbed in advance
of sampling or in-situ testing. The
frame also provides a reaction
weight for the testing and sampling
tools as well as allowing re-entry
into a borehole."

"This seabed frame is an integral part
of the heave compensation system.
It isolates the drilling system, and
particularly the bit face, from the

The aim of the geotechnical
survey is to determine the physical
properties of the soils at the
locations where the infrastructure
will be placed, adding resolution to
the geological model.
The Ocean Vantage is capable of
carrying out investigations in a
range of depths.
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Pipeline and cable installations
generally require investigating the
first 10m below seabed. Windturbine monopile foundations do
not generally exceed 60m below
seabed while large oil and gas
jacket structures may requires
piles up to 100m below seabed.
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natural vertical motions of the ship
caused by waves," said Impey.

Drilling
The word 'drilling' conjures a
different practice in the geotechnical
and the exploration worlds.
Oil and gas drilling techniques aim to
reach the reservoir, maybe several
thousand metres away, as quickly
as possible. In geotechnical drilling,
however, precision is valued over
speed.
The borehole is advanced such
that the soils and rocks ahead of
the drill bit remain undisturbed
during the drilling process, allowing
representative samples and accurate
in-situ tests can be acquired.

The Ocean Vantage from the stern

Gardline's 200kN block drive CPT Rig

Seabed Frame

Drilling mode systems utilise an
iterative process to progressively
recover discrete soil samples or
perform in situ tests from the
sub-seabed, with the borehole
progressed via rotary drilling
between sampling or testing runs.
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Ocean Vantage
Sampling
The classical geotechnical bit typically consists of a cutting surface on
the rim of a tubular body with a central aperture. The type and outside
diameter of the drill bit used may vary from 210mm to 230mm.
"Bit selection is governed by the type of rock and soils to be drilled,
the ability to apply load to the bit and the type of flush to be used,"
said Impey. "The flush is the drill mud formulation designed to hold the
drilling cuttings and lift them to the surface while being of a suitable
specific gravity to ensure the entire hole is stable. The Ocean Vantage is
equipped with a sophisticated mud mixing and flushing system.
The process of adding a new pipe joint commences by engaging
hydraulic clamps to secure the existing drill string. Up on the drill floor,
an iron roughneck disconnects this pipe from the Rooster Box, the
main top drive power swivel assembly that is supported between the
derrick's twin towers.
Meanwhile, a new pipe joint is selected by a dedicated
pipe handling crane and placed it into the cat walk
elevator. This hinged catwalk raises the pipe to meet
the swivel while a piston tilts the power swivel to the
correct angle for the two ends to be introduced.
The Rooster box then rises up the derrick, swinging
the pipe joint to the vertical. The pipe's lower end is
stabbed onto the existing drillstring, using the power
swivel to make up the joint.
A hydraulically operated ‘iron roughneck’ tool is then
used to tighten the pipe threads to the correct torque
removing the requirement for manually operated pipe
tongs.

Drilling
head or
power "The pipe handling system onboard Ocean Vantage makes the
swivel drilling process very safe and efficient removing much of the
manual handling older systems require," said Impey.

"The drilling technique adopted will
largely be governed by the expected soil
conditions, the requirement for sample
quality, and required in situ testing
programme. Flexibility of the
drilling system is, therefore, very
important.
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The Ocean Vantage has two
types of drilling systems.
The first is the main heave
compensated power swivel
used mainly for API drilling.
The second is mounted in the
heave-compensated rooster
box. This isolates the drilling
The Geobor S bit. The reduced area ratio
rig from the vessel movement
of the triple tube coring system is used for and allows the use of a triple
rock and hard soil formation, producing a
tube core barrel coring system
higher quality sample while increasing the capable of obtaining higher
drilling rates.
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quality boreholes in challenging geological
formations. Both drilling systems onboard
allow the use of downhole tools with a
specially designed bottom hole assembly."

Derrick

The laboratories onboard the vessel
play a fundamental role during the
site investigation providing immediate
geotechnical information. When on site,
the geotechnical engineers and laboratory
technicians work 24hrs in 12-hour shifts.

Heave
compensated
dog-house
for the
secondary
drilling
system

The main purpose of the offshore
laboratory is to evaluate sample and data
quality and to provide feedback to the
drill team, so that the drilling, sampling
and testing techniques are adjusted to
changes in strata, ensuring the collection
of representative data.

Secondary
swivel for
Geobor-S
Rooster
Box

The geotechnical laboratory provides early
evaluation of soil and rock proprieties.
Early evaluation of soil parameters and
in-situ stresses facilitates the planning of
the advance laboratory programme at the
onshore laboratories.

Main
Swivel
for API
drilling,
inclined to
meet the
pipe angle

Core samples are extracted from the
barrels, photographed and described.
Selected samples are then subjected
to classification and strength testing
onboard.

Iron
Roughneck

The geotechnical engineers will then
integrate the results with the in-situ
tests to produce geotechnical profiles in
real time. A bespoke data management
software (Terrafusion) ensures that
the data processing and quality control
adheres to the ISO recommendations for
geotechnical marine site investigations.

Ramp
introduces
pipe to
inclined
swivel
Dog House
Where
the driller
controls the
API drilling
system

The main
A-frame used
for deploying
geotechnical
equipment

Pipe Rack

The drilling derrick

Selecting the correct sampling
tool is paramount. On soil
formations, push samplers are
generally used. The tool inserts
a steel sampling tube at the
bottom of the borehole ahead of
the drill bit and allows collecting
high quality samples.
On overconsolidated clays and
rock formations rotary coring
tools are preferred to ensure
good sample recovery and
maximise quality.
The most common in-situ
test is the cone penetration
test (CPTU). The CPTU tool is
deployed in the same manner
as a push-sampler using a
WISON APB – a dowhole tool
that pushes the sensor in the
undisturbed ground ahead of
the drill bit. The digital readings
are transferred to the acquisition
computer via an umbilical in real
time.
The vessel is also equipped with
a wide variety of downhole in
situ testing tools that allow to
measure important geotechnical
soil proprieties: Seismic CPTU,
PS Logging, High Pressure
Dilatometer (HPD), acoustic
televiewer,packer testing,etc.
The Ocean Vantage is also
equipped with a skidding tool
transfer system that allows the
switching between seabed CPT
systems and down hole drilling
whilst the vessel remains at
sea without the need for a
costly port call to reconfigure
equipment. The CPT rig shown
is Gardline’s 200kN block drive
system that is deployed through
the vessel's moonpool using the
drilling derrick as a deployment
system.
The seabed CPT system is used
to push an instrumented cone
into the seabed and is capable of
reaching penetration depths up
to 40m below seabed.
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Portable Power
Battery technology is increasingly being used to meet the the demands of the subsea sector.
John Howes looks at the different types and emerging technologies
Some subsea systems require their
own onboard power supplies.

its weight. Such energy density values
(also known as specific energy) are
recorded in Watt hours per kilo (Wh/
kg).

A good example may be autonomous
underwater vehicles that can enjoy
the freedom of not being constrained
by an electrical umbilical.

Conversely, specific power (power
density) is measured in Watts per kilo
(W/kg). In order to compare battery
types, their output these can be
plotted on a graph matching specific
energy against specific power. This
diagram is often known as a Ragone
chart.

The advantages of self-contained
battery power is equally pertinent
however, to the operation of
seismic, oceanographic and defence
equipment. It allows equipment to
be installed in remote or inaccessible
locations.

Lithium

In some cases however battery
powered systems can be found within
existing infrastructure. This may be
when new systems are retrofit and
all electric power sources are being
consumed and unavailable.

When selecting a suitable battery,
the user is presented by a number
of alternatives depending on the
cost, energy demands and required
use, eg, short periods of high power
or long periods of low power. The
use of batteries in other industries
has meant that the technology is
consistently improving and unit price
falling.
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Discharge rates of batteries.
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One factor important in specifying the
cell type is the rate at which the power
is discharged. A flat discharge curve
means the voltage remains relatively
constant throughout the discharge
cycle.
55 deg

5
Voltage
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Two common ways of quantifying
battery output is by measuring power
and energy. Power is recorded in
Watts (W) while energy is measured
in Watt hours (Wh). In practice,
however, it is often more useful to
know how many Watts or Watt hours
a battery will produce in relation to

Ni Cd, NiMh

1

Batteries 101

Batteries convert chemical energy
into electrical energy. They essentially
consist of two or more cells, each
of which is composed of a pair of
electrodes of dissimilar materials
surrounded by a liquid or powder
electrolyte. The properties of the
battery are related to the size and
chemical composition. The amount of
stored charge is called its capacity.

Ni Zn
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discharge time

The effect of temperature on batteries.
Image: Based on mpower

Different chemistries are suited
for particular energy or power
requirements. Sometimes, a specific
method of cell construction, using
the same chemistry, can produce
different results. Factors such as
temperature and the age of the cell
also affect output. The resistance of
the electrolyte increases over time
while the electrode's surface may
deteriorate.
There are two basic types of
battery. Single use disposable
units are called primary batteries.
As these discharge, the electrode
components are irreversibly altered
and can’t normally be recharged.
They, therefore, must discarded at
the end of their life.
The main alternative to a primary is
a secondary battery. These can be
effectively recharged by running the
current in the opposite direction. As
they can be recharged many times,
secondary cells have a lower total
cost They have a greater specific
power then a primary cell, but lower
specific energy output.

Lead Acid

Voltage

Batteries are also useful as a power
back-up if the main supply fails.

3

10

Renewable Power

Primary
Primary batteries exhibit a much
long shelf life and high performance
than renewables of the same size.
Some autonomous vehicles,
especially those used in military
operations, employ these nonrechargeable batteries.
Zinc carbon batteries date from
1865 and are the cheapest but
in many application. Alkaline and
Lithium batteries are preferred due
to their ability to store more energy
and last longer.
Secondary
Examples of secondary batteries
include lead–acid, nickel cadmium
(NiCd) and nickel metal hydride
(NiMH). These have an energy
densities of 10-30Wh/dm3 which
results in an endurance of 4–12 hrs.
Lead acid batteries are the sort of
units found in cars. They consist of
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Wind
One novel idea to power subsea devices
is to harness the power of renewable
resources.
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6 cells each producing 2V. They are
generally heavy, and have a limited
charge/discharge life. Nikel Cadmium
batteries are used in, amongst other
applications, power tools. They need
to be totally discharged before being
recharged or the charge and lifespan
is reduced.
Nickel metal hydride (NiMH) does not
need to be discharged and charged,
but can be ‘topped up’ which makes
them useful for computer and
mobile phone applications. In many
applications, however, this has been
superseded by the use of lithium ion
batteries. While these batteries don't
last as long, they can work at higher
voltages and store twice as much
energy.
All batteries discharge over time
due to chemical reactions within the
cell. Primary cells have considerably
less self discharge than secondary
cells (zinc carbon 1-2 years; alkaline
5-7 years; Lithium 10-15 years).
Conversely, lead acid seconary cells

lose 4-6% pre month, Ni Cad
batteries lose 15-20% per month,
NiMh loses 30% per month.

New Innovations

Last year, SolidEnergy, a MIT spinoff
company started commercialising
its novel rechargable anode-free
lithium metal battery that is
understood to double the energy
capacity of conventional lithium ion
batteries.
“With twice the energy density,
we can make a battery half the
size while still lasting the same
amount of time, or we can make a
battery the same size as a lithium
ion battery, but lasting twice as
long,” said co-inventor and CEO of
SolidEnergy, Qichao Hu.
The battery essentially replaces the
graphite anode with thin, highenergy lithium-metal foil, which
can hold more ions and thus, more
energy capacity. The design also
includes modification to the

DNVGL developed a WIN_WIN concept
based on using wind power to drive water
injection systems. A micro grid of one
or more floating wind turbines provides
the necessary electrical power to drive
a pump. Seawater is filtered down to 50
microns, chemicals are added and the
stream enters a hydraulic injection pump,
all located on the turbine. The stream
is fed into the subsea injection well by
means of a subsea umbilical.
The system uses batteries to provide
critical safety and communications
functions in times of no wind, but the
main power comes from the turbine itself.
Thermal
Menawhile, Californian company
Seatrec has completed its seed round of
financing to further develop the Thermal
RECharging (TREC) battery that generates
electricity from temperature differences
in the ocean to power a wide range of
underwater systems.
The patented technology, researched,
prototyped and field tested by NASA’s Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, licensed to Seatrec
by Caltech, employs a non-toxic material
with the capacity to dramatically expand
and contract with changes in temperature.
These changes in volume are used to
generate electrical power.
During an 18-month sea trial in deep
waters off the coast of Hawaii, a TREC
Battery-powered underwater unmanned
vehicle (UUV) completed more than 1000
dives, each to a depth of 500 meters
(1640 feet) while recording depth, ocean
temperature, and salinity.
At the end of each dive, its oceanographic
data and GPS location were uploaded
via satellite link to a ground station. The
company is working on a high-endurance
underwater free-drifting UUV scheduled
for sea trials in 2017, an underwater glider
in 2018/19, and an underwater charging
station for long-range propeller driven
UUVs in 2020/21.
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Portable Power
Field trials of the MAS
battery will be tested on
NOC's Autosub Long
Range in August

Lithium Sulphur
electrolyte chemistry to make it
safer to use. The basic design is also
scalable.
“Lithium reacts poorly with the
battery’s electrolyte and forms
compounds that increase resistance
in the battery and reduce cycle life,”
said Hu. “This reaction also creates
mossy lithium metal bumps, called
dendrites, on the anode, which lead
to short circuits, generating high
heat that ignites the flammable
electrolyte, and making the batteries
generally nonrechargable.
In the original prototype, the
polymer electrolyte could only work
if heated to 80 deg C. This has now
been replaced by a solid and liquid
hybrid electrolyte solution that
isn’t flammable, and has additional
chemical modifications to the
separator and cell design to stop it
from negatively reacting with the
lithium metal.

Lithium sulphur (Li-S) has been
hailed as of the most promising
developments in battery technology
over recent years. Steatite is
heading a consortium to bring Li-S
cell technology to the underwater
market.

Lithium sulphur (Li-S) has been
hailed as one of the most promising
developments in battery technology
over recent years. Steatite is heading a
consortium to bring Li-S cell technology
to the underwater marketfor Marine
Autonomous Systems (MAS).

Li-S cell technology represents the
next generation of rechargeable
batteries. The energy density of
Li-S is significantly greater than
conventional Lithium-ion chemistries
- theoretically up to five times more.

Li-S cell technology represents the next
generation of rechargeable batteries.
The energy density of Li-S is significantly
greater than conventional Lithium-ion
chemistries - theoretically up to five
times more.

VThe energy density of the li-ion or
Li-Po batteries on the market is in
the order of 100-200 Wh/kg,"said
Paul Edwards, Divisional director at
Steatite. "Li-S technology, however,
"has already achieved 400Wh/kg and
are widely expected to achieve up to
600 Wh/kg in the near future.

The energy density of the li-ion or
Li-Po batteries on the market is in the
order of 150-250Wh/kg,"said Paul
Edwards, Divisional director at Steatite.
"Li-S technology, however, has already
achieved 400Wh/kg and is widely
expected to achieve up to 500 Wh/kg in
the near future.

" Li-S offers a potential increase up to
46% performance over Li-MgC

" Li-S offers a significant increase in
energy density compared to Li-MgC.

Flow Battery
Another interesting idea is Vanadium Redox Flow Battery
(VRFB) technology offered by redT.

A typical
flow battery
Image: Nick
B, benboy00
Wikipedia
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This technology relies on the ability
of Vanadium to exist in four different
oxidation states (V2+, V3+, V4+, and
V5+), each of which holds a different
electrical charge. In contrast to a
solid state battery, redT’s energy
storage machine stores energy in
a liquid vanadium electrolyte. The
machine itself consists of two tanks,
one containing positive electrolyte
and the other negative electrolyte.
These are pumped into a central ‘stack’ where electron
transfer takes place across an ion exchange membrane,
allowing the system to be charged and discharged.
When charging, the V4+ and V5+ ions in the positive halfcell give up an electron. The electrons leave the positive
half-cell of the stack via a current collector and enter the
negative half. There, they are transferred to the V3+ ions,
changing them to V2+ ions. On discharge, the reverse
process occurs.
This ‘Redox’ reaction is perfectly reversible, meaning
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Other advantages include the
ability to operate to 100% depth of
discharge, and its suitability for longterm storage without maintenance.
Another difference in the chemistry
is that these batteries can be stored
flat."At present, the technology is
already undergoing defence trials”..
“Our group is looking at the
potential of the battery to meet
the very special challenges of
underwater applications”, said
Edwards
“We are now coming to the end of
the Marine Autonomous System
(MAS) programme that will see the
fully tested battery delivered to the
market at the end of the year. "
Steatite, the lead company of the
consortium, is responsible for
developing the battery pack and
battery management system.
Oxis Energy builds the battery
cells while Plymouth based
sumbmarine and underwater vehicle
manufacturer MSubs provides the
platform for testing the system.
Lastly, the National Oceanography
Centre in Southampton supports the
venture with academic studies and
its testing/research facilities.

RedT's flow battery module
housed in a container, 20ft long
and 9ft 6in high

that unlike other battery technologies, redT’s energy
storage machine can be fully charged and discharged many
thousands of times without degradation.
As the power (‘Stack’) and energy (electrolyte) components
are separated in this technology, these elements can be
independently sized to meet any application and are not
set to a fixed ratio, as with conventional batteries.
This technology is very well suited to creating firm, 24/7
power from renewables. For example, solar or tidal
generation can only be utilised at certain times of the
day, but with the use of an energy storage machine such
as redT’s, you can store excess generation for use during
times when these assets are not generating.

Li-S technology has fundamental
properties that make it particularly
suitable to underwater applications.
Many AUVs have a certain amount
of weight set aside for the
batteryand floatation.
Because of its higher energy
density (energy output divided
by its weight), a Li-S battery
pack of the same weight as
those found in underwater
vehicles will be able to last
considerably longer,
increasing survey time.
Another way of looking at
battery's high energy
density is that it
can achieve the
same power

output as a conventional battery, but
at a lower mass (specific gravity).
"The specific gravity of the Li-S battery
is 1.1g/cm3 compared with nearer 2g/
cm3 for Lithium Polymer (Li-Po) cells,"
said Paul Edwards.
"The weight has to be offset by
flotation devices such as high-density
foam or air spheres if the whole
vehicle is to achieve neutral buoyancy
(1.025g/cm3).
"This means that less additional
buoyancy is required or alternatively,
it is possible to increase the sensors
and electronics payload weight.
These high energy density/low specific
gravity cells can enhance the activities
of existing AUVs, but they are likely
to be best suited by newer vehicles
purpose-designed to exploit these
properties.
"The ability to operate in very deep
waters is a challenge for all AUV
and remote system designers." said
Edwards. This, however, requires
addressing a number of uncertainties
surrounding the chemistry.
"The cell tolerance and performance
under a combination of high
pressure and low temperature
conditions becomes very important
and necessitates a thorough testing
programme.
"A common mechanism of
enabling batteries and other
electronics devices to withstand
high pressures is to enclose them
within pressure vessels. As depth
increases, however, these pressure
vessels get larger and
heavier. This is called pressure
compensated.
An alternative
approach is to house
the cells in a compliant
enclosure surrounded by
a non-conducting fluid

medium with good dielectric
properties to prevent electrical short
circuit. This transmits the external
pressure evenly throughout the
system, as any pressure gradient
will cause mechanical stress within
the system which could damage
components. This is termed pressure
balanced.
In both cases, provided that the
cells and electronics are pressure
tolerant. then there is no weight
penalty for increased operating
depth.
"The most suitable system depends
on the operating depth," said
Edwards. "Studies into rechargeable
batteries have shown that there is an
advantage of employing a pressure
compensated design for a Li-S
battery for AUVs with a rated depth
greater than 3000m”.
"A 6,000m - rated AUV could seea
30% increase in endurance by
employing a pressure balanced Li-S
battery system (compared with
pressure vessel housed Li-S battery
system). It has a 90% greater energy
density than from Li-MgCo battery
systemswith expected further gains
in the future”.
Another factor is the operational life
of an AUV battery. This total missions
200-300 will probably be shorter
than the terrestrial equivalent. The
battery designers are presently
working to increase the life to 250500 cycles.
"Despite the batteries planned for
commercialisation soon, research
is still ongoing. Work on the first
generation systems suggests that
not all Li-S cells will be suitable for
underwater use.
The MAS project has involved testing
in the NOC research facilities where
the cells were subject to tests at
full ocean depth pressures of 680
bar, and at typical ocean bottom
temperatures, with great success.

The NOC's high pressure testing chamber
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Innovator 2.0
Saipem has successfully completed sea
trials of its new Innovator 2.0 Remotely
Operated Vehicle (ROV).

off and proportional NG3, NG4, NG6 valve packs. There are
up to three high flow ports capable of 160l/m) meeting API
Standard 53 requirements.

"The new heavy work class ROV, is
the result of three years of design and
testing," said Giovanni Massari, Subsea
Remote Technology Project Manager,
"but builds on 20 years of constant
technical improvement."

The fact the valve packs can be "freely and fully configured"
means that they can be tailored (ie, deciding which valves
to mount) so as to offer the tooling interface required by
a specific project, thereby so guaranteeing a quick and
flexible expansion of ROV capability.

"It is aimed at the deep and ultra-deep
water field development, pipelay, heavy
lift and installation market, as well as
special projects such as renewables,
cargo recovery, subsea mining etc."
Two factors led Saipem to redesign
its Innovator 1.0 work class ROV. It
presented the opportunity to benefit
from the latest technologies available
in the market. It also provided the
necessary level of sophistication that
Saipem required to perform complex
operations such as heavy subsea
construction or advanced inspection.
The redesign has resulted in
improvements in construction and
survey performances particularly in
the lifting capabilities and tooling
interface areas, while optimising system
reliability, maintainability and usability.
The survey capabilities have also
been improved. The Innovator 2.0
communication bandwidth is now 8
time higher than the previous version
with the possibility to easily expand
communication capabilities through a
fully configurable survey pod).
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The overall power efficiency and
intervention range has been drastically
improved thanks to the innovative
6600V power train. The ROV can
operate effectively even with an
extremely long tether and umbilical
cables (up to and over 7000m, hence at
least 50% more than standard ROVs).
The high power tooling interface, with
innovative, proprietary tooling valve
packs, are fully configurable (with on/
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Moreover, use of aeronautic servo valves ensures high
accuracy and power efficiency in controlling the thruster
motors.
Finally, the control software has been upgraded so to
simplify operations offering extremely advanced navigation
controllability and auto modes. The ergonomics of the
console and the Human Machine Interface (HMI) have
been redesigned to make the work of pilots less demanding
and as efficient as possible.
The control equipment has been designed for installation
in a dedicated room or a container, making the entire
Innovator system transportable by land, sea or air.
The umbilical cable and tether have also been redesigned.
In its base configuration, the tether management system
(TMS) can handle 1100m of tether. This has been optimised
to find the best compromise between robustness and
weight and to simplify maintenance work.
The tether management system can be increased to up to
2500m of tether with the extended TMS option.
Finally, the ROV itself has been designed to ensure that
size and weight are contained within as small an envelope
as possible while guaranteeing all the power needed to
perform even the most demanding jobs.
The Innovator 2 stands 2300mm in height, has a width of
1830mm and is 3800mm in length. It weighs 5500kg in air
but can be configured with an extended payload.
The vehicle is manufactured for 3000m but designed to be
easily upgraded to 4000m (its predecessor, the Innovator
1.0, was used for ultra-deepwater interventions (3,850m)
for special subsea works. )
Because of the absence of a watertight pressure vessel to
contain electronics (all the power and control electronics
is inside oil filled boxes), upgrading to 4000m just requires
the substitution of the buoyancy modules and of some
instruments.

The vehicle incorporates seven 17in
thrusters (four horizontal, three
vertical). The new electrical motor can
provide an output of 210hp which,
combined with the extremely high
efficiency of the propulsion system,
ensures a bollard pull of 1100kg in
each direction, and a maximum speed
of 3.5kts.
It has a 3kt lateral speed and an 0.9kt
vertical speed. The thrusters give the
ROV, the capacity to lift a weight of
over 600kg hooked to the front part of
the frame.
At its heart is the hydraulic power
system. This consists of a 210hp dual
drive shaft motor connected to a 180cc
main pump with an output of 320 l/min
at 300 bar and a 92cc IHPU pump with
an output of 160 l/min at 210 bar.
There is a main 14-station valve pack
suitable for an Atlas manipulator
allowing proportional control, etc,
There are multiple advanced control
modes that facilitate efficient control
of the ROV even during execution of
complex tasks.
Dynamic positioning allows the ROV to
keep station to +5cm, position trim +
5m and a course of +10 cm.
On the front of the Innovator 2.0
is a Schilling Titan IV 7-function
manipulator and a Schilling Rigmaster
5-function Grabber.
The vehicle houses a Tritech Sea King
obstacle avoidance sonar and a Tritech
Gemini Multibeam sonar. There is also
an IxBlue ROVINS unit.
The camera systems include up to
eight standard definition and two high
definition units. The subjects can be
illuminated by six 24Vdc LED lamps and
a pair of 110Vac lamps. There is also
a pair of electrical pan and tilt units
on which to mount the cameras and
lighting.
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Front view of the Innovator 2.0
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Innovator 2.0
The electronic control unit, for
the most part designed and
built by Saipem especially for
the Innovator
2.0, is extremely compact
and robust, and is capable
of resisting very high
pressure levels and extreme
temperatures.
"A high degree of flexibility is
guaranteed by a wide array
of auxiliary instruments that
can be attached to the ROV,
enabling a further extension
of the vehicle’s capacities
and uses" said Massari. "The
specifications makes the
vehicle suitable for operations
in extreme conditions,
including very strong sea
currents. It will allow the
operator to execute works
which in the past would have
been considered practically
impossible."
The ffirst two Innovators 2.0
have been designed, built
and tested in Italy by Sonsub,
the subsea technology and
robotics division of Saipem.
Sonsub has its main
engineering office in Venice,
where ROVs have been
designed, and an operational
base in Trieste, where they
have been tested. A deep
renew of Saipem' s ROV
fleet is ongoing; the first two
Innovators 2.0 are part of this
renewal plan.
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To certify the extreme quality
of the product, the Innovator
2.0 has obtained a declaration
of compliance with Norsok
U102 standards and, as a first
in the oil and gas ROV market,
its engineering, construction
and performances have
been certified by DNV-GL
(in accordance with GL I-5-3
rules).
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Fleet Cleaner Removes Biofouling

Total Analysis

When it comes to subsea integrity monitoring, make the SMART choice.
SMART is a highly configurable Subsea instrument that allows you to gain valuable insight into the
integrity of your offshore field development. Monitor the stress in your risers, Analyse the condition
of your structures and Report in near real-time using the integrated wireless Transponder. To see
how to smarten up your next asset monitoring project, search Sonardyne SMART

Fleet Cleaner has successfully completed
its first hull cleaning trial by cleaning the
HNLMS Karel Doorman, the largest vessel of
the Royal Netherlands Navy.
In the Dutch port of Den Helder the
company Fleet Cleaner has removed the
fouling of the vessel by using its innovative
ship hull cleaning ROV. The operation was
unique since both under- and above water
cleaning was performed by the robot. Due
to loading and unloading, up to 20% of the
fouled surface can be above the waterline
in port.
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Fishers Sonar on the Yangtze
China’s Yangtze River is the country’s
longest river and the third longest
in the world. It is an economically
important route for ships carrying
freight from inland regions to the
coast.

The company aims to offer the most
complete ship hull cleaning service,
significantly reducing fuel costs for shipping
companies. The installation, developed by
Fleet Cleaner, is able to clean a vessel during
loading and unloading in ports.

The waters of the Yangtze are
notoriously difficult to navigate with
unseen submerged obstructions,
treacherous crosscurrents and
whirlpools. Many ships have been sunk
and many others have lost precious
cargo after being tossed about in the
raging river. It is not unusual for large
containers to be thrown overboard
where they are quickly engulfed in the
river’s muddy bottom.

Due to the use of controllable high pressure
waterjets, the coating is not damaged during
the cleaning process. This is also confirmed
by coating experts during the Karel Doorman
cleaning with several coating measurements.
All removed fouling is captured by the ROV
and filtered by the support system, resulting
in an environmental friendly hull cleaning
solution.

With new improvements in
underwater imaging technology, a
concerted effort is now being launched
to locate the many containers littering
the bottom of the Yangtze. One of the
tools being employed in these salvage
operations is JW Fishers SBP-1 sub
bottom profiler. This low frequency
sonar system can easily locate these
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cargo containers buried in the soft
bottom.
Chong Zhao is an assistant professor at
Dalian Ocean University’s Key Laboratory
of Mari Culture and Stock Enhancement.
His research includes work on how
changes in the ocean environment affect
marine life in the East China Sea. This
area is an important food source for the
Chinese people. Two of the tools Zhao
and his team use to gather data are JW
Fishers SSS-100K/600K side scan sonar
and the SeaLion-2 ROV.

Kong since its founding in 1968.
Williamson recently acquired a JW
Fishers SCAN-650 scanning sonar
which can serve a variety of functions.
Mounting it on an ROV aids in
navigating the vehicle to underwater
sites beyond the visual range of the
onboard camera.
Search team prepares to deploy JW
Fishers SBP-1 sub bottom profiler on
Yangtze River

The side scan provides high resolution
images of the sea floor allowing
scientists to clearly see the varying
bottom conditions in different areas.
The remote controlled underwater
camera system then allows researchers
to view and document the variety of
marine life that inhabit these unique
benthic environments.
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Williamson Marine Service has
been doing commercial diving and
underwater engineering work in Hong
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Deploying the CRD100

Geotechnical Drilling
CRD100
CRD100 Cellula has recently delivered the third CRD100
seafloor drill to Japanese clients – the first is being
used for oil and gas geotechnical conducting work and
the other two focussed on science and subsea mineral
exploration. All three seafloor drills are equipped to
handle conventional and wireline sampling and a range of
downhole tools, including wireline-deployed CPT.
"Oil and gas work generally demands in situ testing
whereas subsea mining investigation is more concerned
with core recovery.
"It is in deeper waters, that seabed drilling sampling
becomes increasingly advantageous, particularly when
compared with other techniques.
"Most projects require the top 30-60m of the seabed to
be examined," said Spencer. "In shallow waters, this can be
carried out from a barge or drill ship, but in water depths
of, say, 1000m, a length of drill string equal to the test site
water depth has to be made up, before the seabed testing
commences.
"Conversely, once a seabed drill system is lowered onto
the sea floor, it can begin testing almost immediately."
Cellula points to a 2009 study on the Luva field in the
Norwegian North Sea in 1300m waters, which concludes
that seabed drilling delivered a 3-10 times improvement in
timing efficiency when compared with a surface-based CPT
and core recovery.
Seabed drilling also delivers inherent improvements in
human safety and quality of recovery. Removing personnel
from the mechanical tooling make up process, eliminates
potential for injury.
Being located on the seafloor and thus using that as the
baseline, it is possible to be more confident of the depth
and achieve a greater control of penetration rate. Any drill
string eccentricities are reduced, as is any inadvertent
vertical motion, all delivering improved sampling accuracy
and recovery.
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The CRD100 uses commercial off the shelf tools within
the system, which increases worldwide availability and
familiarity. These tools are preloaded in a rotary carousel.
Knowing the exact properties and dimensions allow the
control system to compute weight-on-bit and tool string
length, allowing automated sequencing of mechanisms
and the auto-generation of drilling logs.
A pair of dedicated fourth-generation drill tool
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manipulators are used to handle the
tooling. These manipulators form a key
element in the CRD 100’s automation
capabilities and as such can be operated
in fully automatic or manual override
modes.
"Increasing levels of process automation
is a key principle in the design of the
current and future units," said Spencer.
"If you need to drill a 50m hole, you
have to break out the 2m-long drill string
sections at the end of the operation.
This is a very repetitive task.
"We have developed and delivered
automation routines to automate such
processes, essentially pressing a button
that will tell the system to automatically
stow the tools at the correct position on
the carousel or present /retrieve them
from the top-drive spindle.
The ultimate evolution will be, for
example, programming the system to
drill say a 30m hole, taking core and/or
in-situ samples every 5m, then ending
the hole and retrieving all the drill string
and tooling safely back to the carousel,
all autonomously.
With the successful development and
delivery of the third CRD100 system
in 2016, Cellula are well on the way to
realising this full automation capability
in their CRD100 seabed drilling and
sampling systems.
CRD100 – Latest Developments
The CRD100 was designed to be a
versatile platform to support a range
of options. In recent months, several
such options have been developed and
delivered to existing clients.
Outrigger Legs
As a platform for geotechnical work,
the CRD100 must be able to remain
upright and supported over a variety
of soil types and terrains. Soft soils, in
particular, are challenging due to risks of
sinking (and disturbing the soil we are
trying to examine) and the large suction
forces (getting stuck).
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Geotechnical Drilling
Cellula has developed
an outrigger legs option
which greatly improves
the stability and support
of the CRD100 in soft soils.
Each landing foot is designed to
spread the load over a large surface area.
Suction forces are effectively eliminated
using a novel design feature (patent
pending): louvres that open up and drain
away soil sediment when the legs are
retracted.
CPT
The cone penetration test (CPT) has
become a worldwide standard method
for assessing soils for foundation design
engineering. Conventional CPT, driving a
CPT cone using a conventional drill string,
was first developed and delivered by
Cellula in 2011 for Canyon for their ROV
Drill.
Cellula has recently developed and
delivered a wireline-deployable CPT
probe. As with Canyon, this design uses
GeoTech AB’s Nova cone technology
which includes an acoustic modem to
transmit CPT data through the drill string;
enabling real time CPT data monitoring at
the surface.

Forum ROV Simulator
Forum Energy Technologies has
delivered a custom-built simulator
to California Science Center, the
largest hands-on science museum in
the Western United States. The dual
simulator station provides visitors with
the experience of operating a subsea
remotely operated vehicle (ROV) for
themselves.

Tools
The CRD100 tool carousel and drill
spindle can be quickly adapted to suit a
variety of tool types and sizes. The latest
generation CRD100 can accommodate
tools up to 450mm diameter. The
following is a list of tools that are
supported as requested by clients:
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The core technology used in the
simulator is Forum’s proprietary
VMAX ROV Simulation Software
used by Forum’s ROV customers for
training and evaluation of their ROV
pilots. Forum’s development team
have tailored the control interface
within the software to allow the
virtual ROV to be flown by visitors
with no prior experience. The control
consoles provided use the same robust
hardware as Forum’s standard ROV
control consoles. The system runs in
both English and Spanish.

l HQ3 wireline coring
l PQ (casing)
l 146T convention coring
l GUS (piston) samplers
l Shelby tube samplers
l 450mm casing (single shot)
l Conventional and wireline CPT
l Multi-purpose downhole tool
(temperature, magnetic 			
susceptibility, conductivity, gamma)
l Standard penetration test (SPT)

CRD100
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The exhibit features two simulation
stations, each with a main joystick to
control the ROV and a second smaller

Forum’s ROV simulator provides two subsea missions for visitors to
California Science Centre
controller that operates the ROV’s onboard manipulator.
VMAX developers worked with the
Science Center team to develop two
missions, one for each simulator
console, each designed to provide the
user with an experience of piloting

an ROV and using on-board tools to
perform a task.
One scenario in the simulation sees
users navigating their way around a
series of hydrothermal vents billowing
out clouds of volcanic fluid. The
second involves collecting samples of
sea life and identifying species.
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ROVs
SeaBotix in Defence
Upgrade Programme
Teledyne SeaBotix was recently
awarded a multi-million dollar
operational capability upgrade contract
with the Department of Defense
through their distributor, Atlantic Diving
Supply (ADS).
Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD)
Mobile Units have a long operational
history with Teledyne SeaBotix ROVs
and have used the capabilities of both
the LBV and vLBV systems for several
years. The upgrade programme will
result in delivery of sixty new Teledyne
SeaBotix vLBV300 ROV systems for EOD
Mobile Units around the globe.
The new SeaBotix vLBV 300 systems will
be fitted with a range of commercial off
the shelf (COTS) equipment, including
SeaBotix's unique tracked crawler
attachment skid, imaging sonar, tooling
options, altimeter and USBL/GPS
navigation capability plus the Teledyne
Marine autonomous ROV navigation
package – SMARTFLIGHT.

DredgeMate

Enhanced Falcon Architecture

Valeport is using
Ocean Business17
as the launch venue
for a new sensor
especially designed
for the dredging
community, which
will be on show for
the first time.

Saab Seaeye has enhanced the
Falcon's already smart control system
with its advanced iCON
behaviour-based
intelligent control
architecture.

use of a Doppler Velocity Log (DVL)
and interface node. It is also now
possible to add higher
accuracy sensors for
heading, depth and
altitude.

This means that
the Falcon can host
many new features,
making it a platform
for further automation
and behaviourbased software
development.

The iCON enhancement
is available on all
new Falcons, or as an
upgrade to existing
vehicles. The new
control console
features a wide, highresolution touchscreen
monitor, customisable
graphic user interface and
an ability to record video and still
images.

Valeport’s latest
addition combines
a new turbidity sensor with the
SWiFT SVP (CTD)
technology to create dredgeMATE – a
useful new profiler
aimed at the dredging market. Valeport
will also introduce
Connect, a new
software platform
for mobile and PC
devices.

Station‐
keeping and
fine position
adjustment are
important new attributes that reduce
the operator's workload by allowing
them to concentrate on the task at
hand. This has been possible by the

Falcon ROV

106G for STR

Manipulators

Subsea Technology & Rentals (STR) has purchased a
106G Series Submersible GPS from Applied Acoustic
Engineering. The 106G is an additional GPS receiver
designed to survive immersion that complements the
operation of a nearby standard subsea positioning beacon.

RE2 Robotics, a developer of robotic manipulator arms, has
received a Phase II Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR)
award to develop an inflatable Underwater Dual Manipulator
system for the US Navy’s Office of Naval Research (ONR).

This arrangement is suited to coastal construction tasks
where submersible vehicles may periodically break the
surface.
Whilst submerged, positioning data is provided by
a standard positioning beacon but once the vehicle
breaks the surface the 106G takes over to provide the
information required, typically cabled to the vessel based
positioning system via the vehicle umbilical.
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106G Series Submersible GPS
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Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD) divers are often placed
in harm’s way while performing underwater location and
identification of Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs) on
vessels, bridges, and underwater structures such as piers.
The integration of a cost-effective and reliable manipulation
system onto an Unmanned Underwater Vehicle (UUV) promises
to bring the stand-off capabilities that robotic systems have
brought to EOD technicians operating on land to those
operating underwater.
During Phase I, RE2 engineers designed an inflatable
underwater dual manipulation system. This development
effort produced a novel design concept for underwater
dexterous manipulation that is light-weight, low-cost,
and easily deployable in the field as a payload for UUVs.
A prototype will be developed and tested during Phase
II. Ultimately, the manipulator arms will be used as a

l Possibly a sign that the industry has
turned a corner and companies are
looking to invest in the future, Saab
Seaeye has launched a recruitment

drive to find software and electrical
engineers at all levels, including
senior engineering management,
for its Fareham headquarters and
manufacturing base.
Increased investment comes as
rapid advances in miniaturisation
and control architecture are
creating smaller, smarter robotic
systems that are more agile,
more powerful and are bringing
advanced technology and
efficiencies to an ever widening
range of complex tasks across
many different market sectors.

Falcon-based Museum Piece
On permanent display at the Offshore
Experience Exhibition in Rotterdam is
the Saab Seaeye Falcon.
Visitors experience life on board
an offshore platform and in the
undersea world below, through
exhibits, film and simulation.

collaborative robotic system to assist
EOD divers in dismantling IEDs and other
hazards.
“Developing robotic technologies that keep
individuals out of harm’s way is paramount
to the mission of RE2 Robotics,” stated
Jorgen Pedersen, president and CEO of
RE2.

Control console

“Discovering how technology can

master the most hostile environment
on the planet is a valuable and
inspiring experience,” says Saab
Seaeye’s managing director, Jon
Robertson.
“When we introduced the Falcon over
15 years ago its pioneering technology
changed the industry and it is still our
top selling system,” he said.

Falcon

“Historically, we have developed
manipulation systems for EOD ground
robots. Over the past year we have worked
closely with the Navy to transition our
expertise to underwater systems. By
extending our manipulation capabilities
into the submersible space, we are able to
enter new markets, such as Offshore Oil
and Gas. Providing dexterous manipulation
capabilities to this class of UUVs will
open up a new realm of capabilities and
applications for unmanned systems.”
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Underwater Vehicles
Phantom L6

Eelume
With the support of Kongsberg
Maritime as its development partner,
Eelume has released the first live video
footage of its underwater intervention
vehicle.
The snake-like vehicle is designed to
live permanently underwater and
carry out intervention tasks that would
normally require the mobilisation of
expensive surface vehicles for divers or
to launch and retrieve ROVs or AUVs.
"Eelume is a disruptive technology for
subsea inspection, maintenance and
repair (IMR)," said a spokesman. "The
vehicles are basically self-propelled
robotic arms whose slender and
flexible body can transit over long
distances and carry out IMR in confined
spaces inaccessible to conventional
underwater vehicles."
Eelume vehicles are modular
combinations of joints, thrusters and
various payload modules. The slender
body allows for precision hovering and
manoeuvring even in strong ocean
currents.
Sensors and tools can be
mounted anywhere along the
flexible body. A dual-arm
configuration is achieved
by mounting tooling in
each end and forming
the vehicle body into a
U-shape.
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a perspective camera view of a tool
operation carried out at the other end.

Deep Ocean Engineering has introduced the L6 – its newest addition to the
Phantom series of inspection-class ROVs.

"The solution can be installed on both
existing and new fields where typical jobs
include visual inspection, cleaning, and
operating valves and chokes," continued
the spokesman. "These jobs account for
a large part of the total subsea inspection
and intervention spend."

The applications for the Phantom L6 span a broad spectrum of industries,
including Infrastructure Inspections such as bridges, tunnels, pipelines and ships;
hydroelectric system monitoring including power plants, dams and reservoirs.
Homeland security applications incorporate law enforcement and the military.
Lastly, is is used in oil and gas exploration, salvage, search and recovery operations.

The footage captured at the PREZIOSO
Linjebygg Subsea Test Center during trials
in the Trondheimsfjord shows the potential
of the Eelume vehicle to significantly
improve inspection and light intervention
operations on subsea installations.
The trials were specifically carried out
to demonstrate and verify the Eelume's
features in a deep-water marine
environment.

The Eelume

The 500m-rated Phantom L6 comes equipped with active roll stabilisation and
heading gyro stabilisation. This allows the pilot to control with precision, while
minimising exhausting, repetitive movement.
As with other Phantom series ROVs, it has an open-frame architecture for easier
mechanical integration. Dedicated expansion bulkhead connectors are provided as
standard.
Its six enhanced Tecnadyne thrusters provide sufficient power to raise the ROV out
of areas that could otherwise trap a smaller ROV. It can generate 110lbs of vertical
lifting force. Other standard Phantom L6 platform features include the ability to
perform dynamic rolling manoeuvres. Motion eliminating cleats are available.
"The L6 has a large payload capacity and a number of sonar integration options,"
said a spokesman.
"It has five degrees of freedom manoeuvrability and is easily reconfigurable
and customisable. Its lighting systems provide 18 000 lumens high output
illumination."

Phantom L6

"A range of flexible
operational scenarios
are made possible by
the unique shapechanging capabilities
of the Eelume
vehicles," said a
spokesman.
"One end of the arm
can grab hold to fixate
the vehicle, while the
other end can carry out
inspection and intervention
tasks. It can also provide
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Underwater News
Umbilical/Cable Recovery Tool

Sabretooth Collaboration

Webtool has developed the Cable Retrieval Tool (CRT200), a gripping and lifting
device for recovering subsea umbilicals and cables as part of offshore oil and gas
and decommissioning projects. The tool allows the safe and controlled recovery of
damaged cable and umbilical, up to 8in (203 mm) diameter.

Modus seabed Intervention and Saab have
entered into a research and development
collaboration agreement. This is intended
to generate a road map defining the
future capabilities of hybrid Autonomous
Underwater Vehicles (AUV) technology.
Modus is also developing advanced
sensor payload packages and operating
methodologies.

Current methods of recovering umbilicals for repair or replacement are laborious,
time consuming and expensive. They involve trenching the seabed around the cable or
umbilical to allow a double choke sling to be attached using an ROV. The hydraulically
operated Webtool CRT200 gripper, however, offers a quicker and safer method of
retrieval and improved handling.

Having completed a programme of
integration tests both in Sweden and the
UK, the company is preparing the advanced
spread for its first commercial deployment.
"The system will be used in survey and
inspection projects in the oil and gas,
interconnector and offshore renewables
sectors," said a spokesman, "to support
pre-engineering, construction support
and life-of-field condition monitoring
requirements. We are also working
on a number of applications in the
oceanographic and defence sectors."

Cable Retrieval Tool
The CRT200 cable gripper provides a streamlined cable recovery whereby the device,
guided by an ROV, is lowered onto the end of the cable without requiring preliminary
clearing of the soil around the cable. The mechanically locked gripping action ensures
the umbilical cannot escape during retrieval; moreover, an internal clutch mechanism
prevents damage from overtightening.
By gripping the end of the cable, it makes subsequent handling much easier, enabling
the cable to be recovered to a reeler or spooler on the surface vessel.
Fabricated from corrosion resistant materials, the cable gripper weighs approx. 500 kg
and has a lifting capacity of 20 tonnes. The CRT200 can be used at any water depth,
and is available with hydraulic hotstab or torque bucket interface options.
“Working in consultation with DNVGL, we’ve designed the CRT200 gripper to provide
offshore contractors with a highly effective way of recovering umbilical and cable from
any water depth. By gripping the end of the cable, it is easier to handle once on board
the vessel,” says Keith Elliot, engineering director, Allspeeds.
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Complete cable and umbilical recovery package
Webtool offers the complete cable recovery package covering both cutting the cable
and its recovery with the gripper. The ROV-operated Webtool cable cutting tools
range from the light weight HCV100 for cables and umbilicals up to 4” (101mm) to
the HCV270 for cutting up to 10.6” (270mm) in severe working conditions and allows
diverless deployment.
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The vehicle can be operated fully
autonomously or as a tethered ROV,
offering unrivalled flexibility and cost
benefits from one platform.
Whilst conventional AUVs are designed to
remain in motion, the hybrid AUV features
a thruster pattern that enables it to
hover and operate with 6deg of freedom,
providing a highly differentiated capability
for inspection and light intervention
applications.
Modus has armed the vehicle with
increased thrust to support high speed
survey, as well as additional batteries for
extended autonomous endurance. The first
vehicle is depth rated to 1200m, which can
be upgraded to 3000m to meet projectspecific applications.

As part of its advanced survey
technology payload, the spread features
as standard, a suite of sensors including
the latest Edgetech 2205 combined
triple frequency sidescan sonar, colocated bathymetry and sub-bottom
profiler; HD video and stills cameras,
IXBlue Phins3 INS, RDI workhorse DVL
and 3D imaging sonars.
Additional equipment available for

integration includes R2 Sonic 2024
MBES, Cathodic Protection (CP) probes,
magnetometer, cable tracking and laser
scanning systems. This new vehicle
is part of a significant development
programme by Modus, to introduce
advanced and disruptive technologies
across its range of services.
Modus is also developing a fullymanaged service for holistic data

harvesting and data and asset
management, in combination with
advanced mission planning and
execution methodologies.
The company is heavily focussed
on full subsea residency for life of
field support, with the autonomous
vehicles remaining permanently
in situ rather than being deployed
from a vessel.

Modus has developed a floating dock for
surface deployment and recovery

Modus have also developed two
deployment and recovery systems – a
floating dock for surface deployment and
recovery, and a subsea garage allowing
for a full de-coupling from the support
vessel and for the vehicle to navigate
autonomously in and out of the garage on
the seabed.
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“ULTRA HIGH RESOLUTION AND
TRANSPARENCY BRING US
CLOSER TO FACTS OF
THE OCEANS’ ENVIRONMENT
FOR SAFE AND COST-EFFICIENT
INSTALLATIONS”

Equipment News
MEET US AT STAND K1 AT
OCEAN BUSINESS 2017 APR. 4-6TH

Saturation Diving System
JFD and joint venture company Wuhu Divex Diving
Systems has secured its first contract for a 300m
saturation diving system for Shanghai Salvage. The
multi-million dollar contract is for the design and build
of a mobile, 12-man, 300m saturation diving system,
similar to a previous system supplied by JFD to the
customer in 2009.
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Kraken Fraunhofer
Kraken Sonar has signed an exclusive
licensing agreement for underwater
robotics technology with Germany’s
Fraunhofer Institute for Optronics,
System Technologies and Image
Exploitation (IOSB).

These mobile saturation systems can be quickly
deployed on several vessels in the Shanghai Salvage
fleet, and allow the company to execute salvage, subsea
installation and intervention projects in an efficient and
cost-effective manner.
This mobile saturation system award is a follow-on
contract to the 500m saturation system contract which
was awarded to JFD by Shanghai Salvage in December
2016. The multi-million pound contract covered the
design and build of a 24-man saturation diving system
capable of diving to depths of 500m which incorporated
JFD’s advanced state-of-the-art technology.

Fraunhofer is the largest organisation
for applied research in Europe with
69 institutes, over 24,500 employees
and a €2.1 billion annual budget.
Diving Systems

Over C$6 million has been invested
in Fraunhofer's underwater sensor
robotics programs, culminating

in the development of the DEDAVE
Autonomous Underwater Vehicle
(AUV).
Kraken plans to upgrade the DEDAVE
vehicle with larger sensors, including
Kraken’s MINSAS 120 sonar with Real
Time SAS Processor.
The vehicle size will be increased
by about 30% to support the larger
payload capacity. The addition of
tunnel thrusters will also provide
a hovering capability for target
inspection and precision manoeuvring.

While the specific terms of the
agreement are confidential, Kraken will
exclusively license the DEDAVE software
and hardware IP and technology for
large AUVs and acquire the 6000m rated
DEDAVE AUV as a sensor and robotics
technology demonstration platform.
In addition, Kraken will establish a long
term technical co-operation program
with Fraunhofer for hydrodynamic
control systems, mission planning
and autonomy algorithms that can
be deployed in Kraken’s upcoming
ThunderFish AUV programme.
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Underwater Vehicles
Schlumberger's Robotics Technology
When Liquid Robotics began to develop
its Wave Glider autonomous unmanned
surface vehicle for oceanographic
surveys, Schlumberger recognised that
it could leverage the technology to
support its own activities, principally in
the oil and gas market. It formed a joint
venture (now dissolved) with Liquid
Robotics to further develop the system.

can work around the clock for anything
up to a year.
Another application is for hydrocarbon
detection and importantly, determining
if a presence came from natural
seepage, or from subsea pipeline
leakage/oil spill.
The data can be used for establishing
baseline levels, time lapse monitoring,
carrying out environmental impact
assessment of an area, or simply be
used for validation of other data.

Since then, the Schlumberger
autonomous vehicle has clocked 3733
days at sea – more than the rest of
the industry put together. It has been
used for 17 different clients ( 9 repeat
clients) and its fleet currently numbers
90 vehicles.
Wave Glider
The Wave Glider vehicle is a novel
concept that harnesses wave and solar
energy to provide both propulsion and
power. The two-component vehicle
consists of a 3m floating body tethered
to a 2.13m long underwater sail (called
the Sub) suspended 8m below.
Even minimal vertical movement of the
surface body from the waves, causes
the wings on the Sub to rise and fall,
driving the entire vehicle forward.
Along its development pathway of
the vehicle, Liquid Robotics added
an optional thruster. This enables the
vehicle to work in conditions of reduced
wave power. Fifty Schlumberger
vehicles incorporate a thruster.
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Solar panels on the vehicle surface
feed lithium batteries to provide
power for a variety of instruments,
both communicatons/navigational
and within the payload. The energy
harvested during the daytime is stored
in batteries that can be discharged
during the night.
The payload is housed in seven modular
bays within the floating hull. Its content
depends on the application and
preference of the end user.
The payload includes an Acoustic
Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP),
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Seismic acquisition is now possible using the
Wave Glider autonomous seismic acquisition
platform towing a 3D sensor array. With no
fuel or onboard personnel requirements, the
Wave Glider platform is a cost-effective and
environmentally sound application. (Image:
Schlumberger)

weather station, hydrocarbon sensors,
turbidity sensors, gateway transreceivers
between surface and subsea systems, a
magnetometer, sonars for the passive
acoustic monitoring of marine mammals
and a 3D Sensor Array (3DSA) developed
by Schlumberger at the WesternGeco
Oslo Technology Center (WOTC).
Autonomous Technology
“Much of our seismic work is carried out
in the open-ocean and based on towed
multi-streamer arrays, "said Sudhir
Pai, Managing Director, Schlumberger
Robotics Services, “but occasionally,
we need to survey niche areas such as
shallow water acreage or hard-to-access
areas.
"An autonomous vehicle is ideal for
such application, offering a number of
advantages over traditional ship-based
data-collection solutions. This technology
application makes it key for providing

a comprehensive service to the
exploration and production side of the
industry.
"Autonomous technology can
dramatically lower cost, improve
efficiency without compromising
service and enhance data quality by
reducing the personnel and equipment
necessary to operate it. Work
vessels typically cost in the region of
US$10,000 to US$50,000 per day. In
contrast, our costs are typically under
US$2000 per day."
The vehicles are controlled via satellite
from Schlumberger's dedicated and
self-sufficient OSC (Operations Support
Center) in Katy Texas, although this is
supported from mobile centres across
the globe at a regional Schlumberger
centre or a client facility.
Typically one project engineer is

assigned to each project. Often it can be
usef from an existing multipurpose vessel
(MPV). This saves costs because no
additional vessels or crew are needed,
It improves system efficiency without
compromising safety or service quality

"The vehicle typically offers a much
reduced Health, Safety and Environment
(HSE) exposure and footprint. As the
data collection system is unmanned,
there is much less downtime due to poor
weather conditions."

“One aspect that is particularly
important to the services we provide,
is that this technology gives us access
to data in restrictive, remote or frontier
areas,"said Sudhir Pai. "The technology
enables transitional and shallow zone
surveys closer to the beach than would
otherwise be practicable.

Operations
Schlumberger uses the autonomous
unmanned acquisition platform to carry
out a number of specific services outside
the oceanographic sector for which it
was originally designed.
The autonomous seismic acquisition
platform, for example, can provide
seismic imaging for environmentally
sensitive areas where ocean-bottom
seismic receivers are not advisable or
allowed.

"While there may be safety concerns
about a streamer vessel entering the
restricted envelope of an offshore
structure, such concerns are unlikely
to apply to a light floating composite
hull that is effectively prevented from
accelerating to more than 3kts by the
submerged component acting as a brake.

It can be used in obstruction
undershooting and infilling, long-offset
surveys, and in areas with shallow water
or irregular seabed zones. Importantly, it

Monitoring particle in suspension ie,
turbidity measurements in the water is
a further cost effective application than
using ship-bourne or fixed mounted
alternatives.
Another use is for the passive acoustic
monitoring (PAM) of sea mammals and
fisheries biomass estimation. Using
a vehicle to monitor a large area for
months at a time can be more costeffective than traditional methods.
It can be equally used to capture
meteorological and oceanographic
data such as currents,wave periods
and height, barometric pressure and
assisting in general weather forecasting.
Another use of the autonomous
platform is in geomagnetic surveys.
The vehicles can help Schlumberger
improve the baseline accuracy of its
measurement while drilling systems,
particularly in the Arctic where
magnetic disturbances are common.
This technology application is key for
the drilling industry.
"Acquiring data from subsea systems
and subsidence monitoring using
acoustic telemetry is a highly cost
effective way particularly in the
current environment,"said Sudhir Pai.
"This application is key to the plug and
abandonment, decommissioning and
the facilities arm of the oil and gas
operators and service providers."
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Cable Lay
The submarine cable industry’s cable installation software, MakaiLay, has been commissioned on four cable
laying vessels around the world.
KT Submarine recently completed a challenging installation with one of their cable laying vessels, Segero. They
also commissioned the software on their other vessel,
the Responder, and are currently using it to manage a
cable installation in the Pacific.
MakaiLay is currently being commissioned on NTT World
Engineering Marine Corporation’s (NTTWEM, Japan)
newly constructed cable laying vessel Kizuna.
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EVERYWHERE Underwater

“Underwater Search Equipment it PAYS to own”

Equipment

- ROVs
- U/W Video Systems
- Cable & Pipe Trackers
- Side Scan Sonars
- Sector Scanning Sonars
- Sub Bottom Profilers
- Pingers & Receivers
- Transponders & Interrogators
- Diver Held Metal Detectors
- Boat Deployed Metal Detectors

Shark Detection
Tritech has successfully deployed its first full-beach shark
detection system in collaboration with Shark Mitigation Systems
(SMS). The Clever Buoy system is currently active at City Beach in
Perth, Australia.
Each Clever Buoy is solar powered and utilises a PC running the
jointly developed SharkTec software, with three sonars creating
a continuous area of coverage. When the SharkTec software
identifies a shark, a message is sent onshore via the Clever Buoy
app. This is integrated into emergency services messaging to the
public. City Beach now has two Clever Buoys active, each with
three sonars, creating a “virtual shark net” around the entire
beach.
The system is based on Gemini 720is multibeam sonars which
combine the benefits of high-definition imaging, medium-range
target detection, and a fast update rate; making it ideal for
marine life detection.
Pauline Jepp, Senior Software Engineer, Tritech, said: “SharkTec

Gemini 7201
Shark Mitigation

JW Fishers Mfg., Inc.

was born from SeaTec, our existing marine mammal
detection software. Data has been collected by SMS over
a number of years and used to adapt SeaTec software
to be more focused on sharks. The system was trialed
extensively in Bondi Beach, Sydney Harbour, Hawk’s Nest
Bay and Jeffrey’s Bay, South Africa before being deployed
in Perth.”

1953 County Street
East Taunton MA 02718 USA
(800)822-4744 or (508)822-7330
Email: info@jwfishers.com
www.jwfishers.com

SMS approached Tritech in 2013 to collaborate on the
project following a number of successful projects where
the company’s SeaTec software was used to detect marine
life around tidal turbines.

Waterways Mapping Solution
MacArtney has provided
the newly built catamaran
survey vessel Spreegrund with
state-of- the-art equipment
for the purpose of charting
waterways in the rivers, canals
and lakes in the Berlin region
in Germany.
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"Effective transport systems
are indispensable to the
economic development,
employment, and prosperity
of a region," said a spokesman.
"Freight transport via the
waterways is environmentally
friendly, safe, energy-saving,
and cost-effective. At the
same time, the waterways
allow extensive leisure and
recreational use, offer habitat
for rare plants and animals and
ensure flood water removal
and energy production.
The catamaran was built
by the German shipyard
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Multibeam goes down

Schiffswerft Barthel. Being the property
of WSA Berlin, German waterway
authority, it serves as a survey vessel
on the lakes, adjacent canals, and rivers
of Berlin, Brandenburg, Eberswalde,
and Lauenburg carrying out complete
surveys at speeds of up to 6kts and
water depths down to 20m.
The leading-edge equipment applied

consists of the onboard MacArtney
control systems and software working
to ensure optimal data acquisition
from the survey sensor suite and is
capable of handling the enormous
data stream of up to 25 000 soundings
per second.
The scope of supply for Spreegrund
features the first Teledyne RESON
Hydrographic workplace

T20-P TripleHead multibeam echo
sounder providing an excellent swath
even in the often very shallow water
environments in rivers and canals.
This feature enables the customer
to survey large areas in a short time.
Other sensors include a Teledyne
ODOM CV 100 single beam echo
sounder, Teledyne RDI Navigator DVL
and a Valeport SWiFT as well as a
Valeport Ultra SV sound velocity sensor.
Besides this, a SBG Apogee-E inertial
navigation system has been supplied
together with two ObeLx-R GNSS
heading receivers (Septentrio boards
inside) which allows for obtaining good
position data even under poor GNSS
environments, eg, under bridges.
The ObeLx-R receivers, manufactured
by MBT, MacArtney Germany, and
the DVL are connected to the inertial
navigation system to get stable
position data. The data acquisition
software QINSy stores and visualise all
information.
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Equipment
Pharos Offshore Adds TROV
Pharos Offshore has recently
completed the development and
enhancement of a 2500m rated
tracked jet trencher. Originally
purchased by Tyco from SMD, the
trencher has been named the UTV400.
The work including installing a pair of
70kW water pumps in addition to the
70kW unit. Pharos also added tooling
to carry out cutting in 1.5 and 2m
depths.
The 400hp Trenching ROV (TROV) set
the benchmark for cable maintenance
scopes when it was first introduced
in to the offshore market. Pharos
Offshore have now brought the system
back in-line with current working

practices by modernising the equipment and
doubling the burial capabilities.
The system uses high power to provide numerous
inspection, repair and maintenance tasks, with
the ability to debury, cut and recover a multitude
of subsea products with enhanced efficiency.
Offering a trench capability of 2m max depth,
soil dependent, 100kPa max, the UTV400 tool
packages, 1.0/ 1.5 and 2.0m, can be changed out
at sea depending on project requirements and
can work to a minimum jetting speed of 100m/h
even in firm seabeds.
Integrated surface feed option for operations
from 0 - 20m water depth. The system is capable
of performing works from the shore end (5m
WD) right through to 2,500m water depth.

Applied Acoustics USBL Family Grows
Applied Acoustics will be introducing
its latest USBL positioning system the
Nexus Lite in Southampton alongside
its big sister, Nexus 2, that was
launched in London only last year.
As with all systems designed by
Applied Acoustics, the highly
advanced positioning and tracking
system is quick to deploy with easy set
up procedures and can be used with
a variety of Applied Acoustics’
positioning beacons,

legacy products and transponders
from third party manufacturers.
It has bi-directional Sigma spread
spectrum acoustics, 8 target tracking
and a small surface console mounted
within just a 1U enclosure for
connection to a laptop or tablet PC.

New USBL from Applied Acoustics

FlatHolm
Lowestoft-based multipurpose vessel
MV FlatHolm finished off a busy year
in 2016 with a successful charter to
James Fisher, undertaking a variety of
service activities in connection with the
Galloper Offshore Wind Farm.
The Galloper project was busy, last year,
with turbine foundation preparation
and MV FlatHolm provided daily cover,
making sure the site was clear and
checking for hazards and obstructions
which might have hindered operations
with the scour protection rock
placement work.
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The versatile and popular 24m vessel
also completed operations with the
deployment of two Triaxis waverider
buoys before the planned charter
conclusion.
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3D Laser Survey
ADUS DeepOcean has completed ground
breaking 3D laser survey offshore Ghana.
The recent climate in the oil and gas industry
has sharpened the need for cost effective and
innovative approaches to many operations
offshore, and this has included many ‘routine’
survey and inspection related tasks.
ADUS DeepOcean and DeepOcean Ghana
have recently completed an innovative
deepwater subsea 3D laser survey off the
West Coast of Africa for Tullow Oil, the first
extensive commercial survey of its kind,
heralding a new era of high resolution, cost
effective data acquisition subsea.
The survey operations covered 12 drill centre
locations and a total of 27 metrologies in
water depths between 800 and 1800m water
depth, setting new bench marks for high
resolution contextual 3D survey whilst proving
alternative and rapid ‘contactless’ solution to
conventional metrology surveys.
The dynamic laser survey solution, from a
moving ROV, comprised a deep rated 2G
Robotics ULS 500 Pro Laser and Sonardyne’s
SPRINT INS system. The performance of
the systems outweighed expectations with
accuracies approaching 1cm in dynamic
operation.
The accurate 3D ‘point clouds’ resulting from
the survey, coupled with innovative modelling
techniques developed in house, are providing
DeepoOcean engineers with valuable
quantitative & contextual information to
better inform IMR tasks, and undertake
metrology, thereby increasing efficiency for
the client.
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"The detail achieved by ADUS DeepOcean’s
recent dynamic subsea laser surveys has
far exceeded expectation. The data and
images gathered have proved very valuable in
increasing our understanding of the dynamics
of the subsea assets, enabling more informed
decision making.’ said Hugues Villedey, Subsea
Projects Manager in Tullow Ghana Limited.
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The success of these recent survey operations
has led to a further three-year contract for
DeepOcean Ghana
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Cabling Contract
EnBW Hohe See
Boskalis Westminster subsidiary
VBMS, has been awarded an interarray cabling contract with a value of
approximately €80 million by EnBW
Hohe See for the 500 MW EnBW
Hohe See Offshore Wind Farm.
The contract includes the supply,
installation and burial as well as
termination and testing of seventy
nine 33kV inter-array cables. The
project execution will commence in
2017 with cable installation activities
scheduled for 2018 and 2019.
The Hohe See offshore wind farm
is situated approximately 90 km
north of the island of Borkum in the
German North Sea. The project will
cover an area of around 40 km2 with
water depths of up to 40m.
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“Volunteering to Advance Education
in Underwater Technology”
WWW.SUTHOUSTON.COM

Subsea Awareness Course
Course Overview

4-Day Course
Cross-Disclipline Training
For Engineers & Managers
Current & New Technology
Developments in Subsea
Industry
Unique Opportunity to
Network with Industry
Experts

Course Highlights

Integrated & Holistic View of
Subsea Development Field:
- Operators Perspective
(real life projects & lessons
learned from
experienced industry
colleagues)
- Flow Assurance
- Flowlines
- Subsea Controls
- Systems Approach

SUT US - Society for Underwater Technology
@SUT_US
SUT US

WWW.SUTHOUSTON.COM

Source: NOV This image is used for educational purposes only

Dates:
June 5-9, 2017
September 11-15, 2017
December 11-15, 2017
Cost:
SUT Members $3,500
Non Members $3,800

Guided Factory Tour/Visit to see key subsea equipment:
- Subsea Trees - Umbilicals - Global Project Models - Oceaneering
The modules are presented and hosted by key supply and service companies in the subsea sector including:
- TechnipFMC - BP - Oceaneering - The Jukes Group - Genesis Oil and Gas - SMB Offshore

Other courses & Events
SUT Workshop SSTB- Key Elements of Subsea Tiebacks
Pre-OTC Event

SUT Annual Scholarship Fundraiser: Clay & Skeet Shoot
68
Marine Site Characterization Course

Tuesday, March 21st,
Thursday, April 27th,
Friday, August 18h, 2017
December 5th - 7th, 2017

Register for all events at: www.suthouston.com
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“Volunteering to Advance Education
in Underwater Technology”

Sponsorship opportunities available. Contact us at: communications@suthouston.com

SUT US - Society for Underwater Technology
@SUT_US
SUT US

Society for Underwater Technology Awards Six at Scholarship Reception
By: Anna Heller I SUT US I February 3, 2017

Houston, TX- It was standing room only for the Society for Underwater Technology (SUT), as members attended the Annual Scholarship Cocktail Reception at the Milford House in Houston’s Museum
District.
The event celebrated the recipients of the 2017 Society for Underwater Technology Scholarship. There were six recipients this year,
each being awarded with $3000 for the school year. The students
represent three different universities and as many educational
disciplines.
The scholarships are the culmination of years of hard work from
SUT’s dedicated volunteers and members. Through learning
courses, membership, events, and sponsorships, these scholarships are made available each year to deserving students.
The recipients of this year’s scholarships were:
• Ms. Natalie Zielinski: Texas A&M University (Pictured Center)
• Mr. Ashesh Srivastava: University of Houston
• Mr. Babalola Komolafe: University of Houston (Pictured Right)
• Mr. Devvrat Singh Rathore: University of Houston
• Mr. Oluwarotimi Shoge: University of Houston (Pictured Left)
• Ms. Anne Wright: East Carolina University
The event began with Master of Ceremony, Alan Foley, Offshore Site
Investigation and Geotechnics committee member (OSIG), welcoming everyone and introducing Dr. Zenon Medina-Cetina, President of
SUT’s US branch and Associate professor with the Zachry Department of Civil Engineering at Texas A&M University.

“

Today is the best day of the year for SUT, we
celebrate the best of the best in Underwater Technology in SUT-US.” Medina-Cetina stated. “We
recognize the best students involved in underwater
technology programs.”

The scholarship cocktail reception was the biggest celebration of
the year for SUT-US, giving the opportunity to recognize deserving
students, university student-chapters, and volunteers for their

continued hard work.
“We are glad to see that many of them are strongly involved,
representing SUT in their corresponding university’s student
chapters.” Medina-Cetina said about the students. “Recipients of
SUT awards today remind us why they make SUT- US proud.”
Following the introduction was a keynote presentation by Craig
Shipp Ph.D., P.G., Shell International Exploration and Production,
Inc. His presentation, “Offshore Geohazards Assessment: Where
Deepwater Drilling Meets Shallow Geology,” gave those attending a
look at what ‘get’s him up in the morning’ and excites him about the
work he does.
Also celebrated during the night was the reintroduction and sponsorship of the Texas A&M-Galveston Student Chapter by the SUT
board. Marissa Malinoski, president of the TAMU-Galveston student
chapter, was thrilled to receive a $2000 sponsorship to help put on
events and build their membership. She also made a presentation
of their first events coming up in the spring.
The student chapters from Texas A&M and University of Houston
also made presentations of their past and upcoming events.
Chukwuemeka Obi, president of SUT-TAMU was optimistic about
the events for Spring Semester, one being the ROV Collegiate
Competition hosted by SUT-TAMU.
University of Houston’s student chapter president, Stacy Short,
presented the events for SUT-SES, one specific event will be a
continuation of their lunch and learn series held on campus.
Lastly the celebration ended with the symbolic granting of the
fellowship tie to Mr. Andrew Haigh. He is the chair of the school
touring committee and has worked relentlessly to engage professionals in the industry with young students. In 2015 his efforts
reached over 6,000 students in the greater Houston area and even
more students in 2016.
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The HSPVA jazz ensemble entertained throughout the evening while
those in attendance enjoyed drinks, hors d’oeuvres and great
conversation.
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The hands-on ocean technology
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School Touring Reaches Opal Hamilton Students
By: Anna Heller I SUT US I February 13, 2017

Cypress, TX- In January, the Society for Underwater Technology’s (SUT)
School Touring Committee presented on the subjects of geology and
underwater sonar to students at Opal Hamilton Middle School.
Mr. Andrew Haigh, chair of SUT’s School Touring committee, led a group of
volunteers as they made twenty presentations on “Seeing with Sound” to
513 8th grade students in one day and reached a similar amount of 6th
grade students with their presentation “Geology Rocks,” one week later.
The volunteer speakers for “Seeing with Sound” were Michael Martin
(Cartography Manager with Gardline Surveys Inc.), Alan Foley ( Pictured
right. Ocean Scientist with Svitzer), and Jon Wilson (Senior Geologist and
Ocean Scientist/independent consultant).

Teachers of the 6th grade were in agreement that the school touring is
making a positive impact on the students, specifically in showing the
students the possibilities within the field of science. “My students really
enjoyed the presentation. Many of them heard a presentation by Mr. Haigh
when they were in 5th grade. Mr. Haigh does an excellent job of presenting
the material on a level they can understand and they respond to him well.”
Donna Sumner-O’Neill, a sixth grade science teacher, said, “I had several
students come up to me the next day after the presentation and tell me they
were interested in working in the field of geology. It makes a great impact to
hear from someone in the field about career possibilities.”

International exhibition
showcasing 340+ exhibitors from across the globe

The goal of the school touring is to enthuse students about the sciences and
about the possibility of studying and working in a science, technology,
engineering, or math (STEM) related career field. When the students see
professionals within the field, they can understand the possibilities of having
a career in STEM and this is so encouraging for both teachers and students.

Cutting edge conference

8th grade science instructor, Michael DiBenedetto, was impressed with the
impact the school touring made on his students. “I believe the school
touring impacts our students positively. It may attract a few new people to a
future in STEM and it definitely helps the ones already thinking of STEM to
clarify their future career path. They were able to see what a STEM career
might actually look like.”

held in 180+ workshop sessions

The “Seeing with Sound” presentation was a great introductory for the
students to mapping the ocean using sonar. Because of the depth and
inability to see deep under the ocean, sonar is used to help map the
seafloor.
“”Seeing with Sound” was very useful to our students. We were finishing
plate tectonics and about to begin Topographic Maps, so the timing was
perfect.” DiBenedetto said, “They (the school touring presenters) knew the
subject matter inside out and were able to answer the students’ questions
with ease. The fact that they enjoyed what they were doing was readily
apparent. The students and I found their presentation informative and
interesting.”
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The 6th grade students learned about geology, specific gems, erosion, and
discussed different natural disasters such as earthquakes, tsunamis, and
volcanoes that have to do with the earth’s geological formations. The
students also got to see and hold a 15 million year old Megalodon fossil. The
Megalodon is an extinct species of shark that was about three times the size
of the present day Great White Shark.
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presenting the latest developments in the industry

Hands-on demonstrations
Industry associated meetings
held by leading organisations

Another sixth grade teacher, Christine Pinell, felt the “Geology Rocks”
presentation fit right in with the student’s current Earth Unit and said it was a
great way to express the importance of science to the students.

Ocean Careers event

“I think it is a positive motivational tool and exposes students to adults who
have occupations in the STEM fields.” Pinell said, “I believe STEM is
important for the future of our students, it is a part of their everyday life.”The
Science Campus Content Instructional Specialist at Opal Hamilton Middle
School, Nicole Domingues, could not be more pleased with the content of
the school touring and the students reactions to professional scientists
coming to speak with the classes.
“Mr. Haigh and his team committed 2 whole days to come into the
classroom and teach the students about Geology (6th grade) and Sonar (8th
grade). Students got to hear how the professionals used science in their
careers, explore a sunken ship, and observe incredible mineral and rock
samples.” Domingues concluded, “Although Mr. Haigh is the Geophysical
Manager at Gardline Surveys Inc., any outsider would swear he is an expert
teacher that is able to engage and captivate all students. We are very
thankful to have Mr. Haigh as a member of our community and that he is so
committed to the wellbeing of all CFISD students.”

For further information:
+44 (0)1453 836363

Networking opportunities

info@oceanbusiness.com

at the welcome drinks, wine trail and gala dinner

* The exhibition, workshops, associated meetings and Ocean Careers
are FREE to attend. There is a fee to attend the conference.
Organised by:

providing recruitment and careers advice

In partnership with:
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oceanbusiness.com

Hosted by:

Ocean Business

@OceanBusiness #oceanbiz
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Towed oceanographic data acquisition system

Lightweight and rugged
hydrodynamic design

Multi purpose vehicle

Powerful control
system

Multiple gigabit
Ethernet channels

Flexible and high
payload capacity
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